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Abstract
In this thesis the characteristics of governance and control of project portfolio management (PPM) in
the semi-public sector are studied. The direct cause for this are the difficulties that Shared Service
Center ICT (SSC ICT) of Nederlandse Spoorwegen (NS) experiences in its daily practices. The first step
of the study is an extensive literature research towards the characteristics of the governance and
control of PPM. The second step in this research is a gap-analysis. This analysis is performed between
SSC ICT and six other organisations in order to learn lessons from practice on the governance and
control of PPM. Finally, the results from the literature and the gap-analysis are combined and
analysed in order to derive recommendations to improve the governance and control of PPM at
(semi-) governmental organisations.

Key words: project portfolio management; semi-public sector; PPM process; governance; control;
PPM success
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Executive summary
Recent research indicates that IT projects at (semi-) public organisations are not successful
completed in terms of money, time and/or objectives. Project management (PM) and project
portfolio management (PPM) are one of the instruments managers can implement to adapt to
changes and new standards in order to secure the competitive position of an organisation or to
achieve the corporate strategy. Project portfolios can be managed by using PPM. PPM deals with
governance and control of multiple projects pursuing the same strategic goals and competing for the
same resources, whereby managers prioritise among projects to achieve the strategic benefits.
Nederlandse Spoorwegen (NS) is partly a project-oriented organisation. The department Shared
Service Center ICT (SSC ICT) experiences difficulties with PPM.
Within the (semi-) public sector several ambitious PPM projects have been initiated, however still a
part of the IT projects is not completed successfully. From a first literature scan it appears that hardly
any articles on PPM are focused on organisations in the public sector. Due to cross-sectorial
differences, standards and managerial practices designed for private organisations cannot be
imported to the (semi-) public sector. Therefore the following research objective was defined:
identify different possibilities for SSC ICT of NS on how to improve the governance and the control of
PPM with regard to IT projects. To achieve this objective the following general research question has
been investigated: “What recommendations can be formulated on basis of literature research and
practice to improve the governance and control of PPM?
The first part of the research includes of desk research, which includes literature research towards
the most important characteristics of PPM and PM. The second part of the research performs of a
problem analysis at SSC ICT, which is performed by interviewing employees of NS. The third part of
the research consist of empirical research, which include a gap analysis between SSC ICT and six
other organisations operating in the semi-public sector on the characteristics of governance and
control of PPM in practice. The intention was to interview as many organisations as possible.
However out of the 23 approached organisations, only six organisations were willing to participate.
The first part of the interviews consists of general questions and the second part of the interview is
focuses on the current situation of PPM with regard to the characteristics from literature.
The most important characteristics from the literature of PPM are:






Definition and objective of PPM;
PPM process;
Governance of PPM;
Control of PPM;
PPM success.

It can be concluded from the literature research to the relevant characteristics of governance and
control of PM that only one characteristic from the literature of PM is relevant. The characteristic
control is relevant since these elements are used in practice to control the portfolio. This
characteristic includes the elements time, money and quality.
It can be concluded from different interviews with employees of SSC ICT, that the PPM process is
based on meetings of two committee. The project evaluation committee (PEC) and the project
approval committee (PAC). There is no formal governor in the PPM process of SSC ICT, this means
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there is not one person or board responsible for PPM or is able to make decisions. A second
important aspect of the current situation of SSC ICT is that in the beginning of 2014 the IT
organisation will change. This change can be an opportunity for adopting the changes related to
PPM.
From the interviews at the six organisations the following six lessons can be learned:








Literature is not leading in practice of PPM. Organisations are aware of the literature, but
they adopt PPM in order that it fits the daily operations.
A formalised and approved definition of PPM is not necessary in the organisation, since only
one organisation adopted a formal definition.
An organisation should develop its own PPM objectives in order to make clear what the
organisation would like to achieve with PPM.
An organisation should have a structured PPM process that suits the daily operations.
There are two options in the governance of PPM. Either a project portfolio manager is
assigned or a board is assigned that is responsible for PPM. There are two options to divide
the related positions. The first option is to divide governance functions as roles. The second
option is to divide governance functions related with PPM as function.
The most important control elements of project portfolios in practice are: time, money and
quality.

The results of the literature and the interviews are combined. It can be concluded from this analysis
that there is a large difference between the current situation of SSC ICT and Prorail and the other five
organisations. A second conclusion that can be made is that there is a large difference between
literature of PPM and the practice of PPM. PPM works well at the five organisations, therefore
practice is leading in the recommendations of this research.
The conclusion of this research results in four recommendations towards the governance and control
of PPM at SSC ICT:





Formulate clear objectives of PPM in the organisation.
The second recommendation that can be made is to develop and implement a formalised
and standardised PPM process.
The third recommendation focuses on the government of PPM at SSC ICT. The assignment of
these positions can be done by the assignment of a role of a function to a person.
The fourth and last recommendation is focused on the control of PPM. In practice it
appeared that three control elements are important: money, time and quality.
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1. Introduction
This chapter introduces the research subject. Section 1.1 introduces the subject of this research and
section 1.2 provides the problem statement. In section 1.3 the research objective is presented.
Section 1.4 presents the research framework and the research questions are discussed. In the last
section, section 1.5, the structure of this report is described.

1.1 Introduction to the subject
Recent research indicates that 47% of the IT projects at (semi-) public organisations are not
successful completed in terms of money, time and/or objectives (Ernst and Young, 2007). Projects
and project portfolios are powerful weapons as they can be considered as central building blocks in
implementing the intended corporate strategy (Meskendahl, 2010). Project management (PM) and
project portfolio management (PPM) are one of the instruments that managers can implement to
adapt to changes and new standards in order to secure the competitive position of the organisation
or to achieve the corporate strategy (Aajoud, 2009). PM is the total of instruments and techniques
used to guide projects during its life cycle. The public sector and the private sector have embraced
PM, since it is evident that their organisations are project-oriented (Levine, 2005). Within these
organisations multiple projects are performed simultaneously. All current projects constitute a
project portfolio. A project portfolio is a group of projects that is carried out under the sponsorship
and/or management of an organisation (Archer and Ghasemzadeh, 1999). To manage project
portfolios, PPM has been developed. PPM deals with the governance and control of multiple projects
pursuing the same strategic goals and competing for the same resources, whereby managers
prioritise among projects to achieve the strategic benefits (Cooper et al., 1997).
Nederlandse Spoorwegen (NS) is partly a project-oriented organisation, which initiated PPM at its
business units a few years ago. The primary objectives of PPM within the NS are performing the right
projects and realising predetermined benefits. The different business units and sub departments had
to develop and implement PPM in its own way; there was no general top-down implementation plan
(SSC ICT, 2012).
The Shared Service Center ICT (SSC ICT) department of NS has implemented PPM in its own way, but
experienced several problems that are related to the governance and control of PPM. The mission of
SSC ICT is to provide ICT infrastructure services to all NS business units, in a manner that business
processes of the business units are supported to the maximum. SSC ICT takes into account the
diversity of the various business units with the binding constraint of minimising costs (SSC ICT, 2012).
A significant part of the activities is executed in projects. The perceived problems related to the
governance and control of PPM are: (1) employees are involved in multiple projects simultaneously,
which results in fragmentation and inefficient allocation of employees; (2) the risk of duplicated
work, because it is not clear whether projects are initiated with the same content; (3) projects are
delayed; (4) the department does not utilise the learning opportunities from delivered projects
optimally (van der Ploeg, 2013a; Woudenberg, 2013); (5) strategies of imitated projects overlap,
which results in duplicated work and (6) an internal audit showed that risk and benefit management
are the problem areas in PPM at SSC ICT (NS, 2013). The management of SSC ICT experiences
problems that are related to the governance and control of PPM. The management does not know
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how to improve the governance and control in order to achieve the objectives that SSC ICT would like
to achieve with the implementation of PPM.
SSC ICT is a support department of the semi-public organisation NS, that does not stand alone in
experiencing difficulties with IT-project management. A semi-public organisation is one of the two
types of institutions operating in the public sector, and can be defined as: a private company in which
the public authorities participate with capital and as guarantor. Characteristics of a semi-public
organisation are that legal duties are fulfilled, public interested is served and activities are partly
funded by public authorities. By this financial dependency, public authorities can keep a large extent
of control and influence (Erasmus University, 2013).
From 2002 on, different authors have written on the failure of IT projects and the corresponding
losses in the Dutch (semi-) public sector (Verhoef, 2013). The increasing attention for this problem
resulted in a research performed by the Algemene Rekenkamer to the problematic performance of IT
projects at the Dutch (semi-) public sector (Algemene Rekenkamer, 2007). Projects exceed set
budgets and deadlines and deliver less than the predetermined objectives. This is problematic
because, public money is involved and the consequences are detrimental for the society. Five
different underlying causes, which explain project failure in public organisations, are identified. The
first cause is the (over) enthusiasm of officials and other policy makers on IT. They see it as a panacea
to solve complicated policy problems. The initiated projects are too ambiguous. Deadlines of projects
are often not determined based on a reasoned and realistic planning but on political considerations.
A second cause is the dynamic nature of the political environment, this means that conditions change
and new requirements need to be added to the projects. An important change should be input for
reconsiderations on the project objectives. This rarely happens. The third cause is the involvement of
multiple stakeholders within an IT project. This results in complex decision-making, because it is
impossible to meet all objectives. A fourth cause is the relation between IT projects and
organisational change. IT projects generally lead to an organisational change and, vice versa, changes
in the organisations can have a major impact on the IT infrastructure. When focusing on the
realisation of political objectives, the interaction between IT and the organisation is often neglected.
IT development demands specification of objectives and requirements. Often a wrong
product/project is delivered caused by an unstable environment and a late description of objectives.
Changes and improvements within IT follow each other in rapid succession. This can lead to obsolete
technology at project delivery. The fifth and last cause is the interdependence of IT systems.
Developed systems must often be connected to existing systems. The success of a system strongly
depends on this connection (Algemene Rekenkamer, 2007). The management tool PPM might be a
good solution in order to obtain more control on the performance of a group of projects, a project
portfolio, in an organisation. PPM is a management tool tot helps organisations to prevent duplicated
efforts, project delays and helps to stay within budget (Labrosse, 2010).

1.2 Problem statement
Within the (semi-) public sector several ambitious projects to improve PPM in an organisation have
been initiated, however still a part of the IT projects is not completed successfully. From a first
literature scan it appears that hardly any articles on PPM are focused on organisations in the public
sector. Due to cross-sectorial differences, standards and managerial practices designed for private
organisations cannot be imported to the (semi-) public sector.
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1.3 Research objective
The research objective of this study is to identify different possibilities for SSC ICT of NS on how to
improve the governance and the control of PPM with regard to IT projects. In order to achieve this
research objective, a diagnostic gap-analysis is performed, in which the current situation is with
regard to the characteristics of governance and control of PPM of SSC ICT is compared to the
situation within other organisations in the semi-public sector.

1.4 Research framework and research questions
A research framework is a schematic representation of the research objective and describes the
steps that need to be taken in order to achieve the research objective (Verschuren and Doorewaard,
2005). Figure 1 presents the research framework for this research.

Figure 1: Research framework.

The following main research question can be derived from the research framework:
GRQ: What recommendations can be formulated on basis of literature research and practice to
improve the governance and control of PPM?
In line with the structure of the research framework, several research sub-questions need to be
answered in order to answer the main research question. In the literature study section, the
following two sub questions need to be answered:
SRQ1: Based on a systematic review of literature, what are characteristics of governance and control
of PPM?
SRQ2: Based on a systematic review of literature, what are characteristics of IT PM that are related
to governance and control of PPM?
In the empirical research section, the concepts from the theoretical framework are compared with
practice. A gap-analysis is performed in order to analyse the differences between SSC ICT and other
organisations in the semi-public sector. The following two sub research questions need to be
answered:
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SRQ3: Based on a problem analysis at SSC ICT, what are other reasons behind the problems with
regard to governance and control of PPM?
SRQ4: Based on a gap-analysis between the current situation of SSC ICT and practices of other
organisations, what lessons can be learned from the governance and control of PPM in the (semi-)
public sector?

1.5 Structure of the report
This report consists of an introduction (Chapter 1), a literature study (Chapter 2), a methodological
justification (Chapter 3),the background of SSC ICT (Chapter 4) the results of the empirical research
(Chapter 5), an analysis of the results (Chapter 6) and conclusions and a discussion (Chapter 7).
Chapter 1 gives the introduction to the research. The research problem, the research objective, the
research framework and the research questions are outlined in this chapter. The literature study is
described in chapter 2. The focus is on characteristics of governance and control of PPM and some
general background of PM. In chapter 3 the research strategy, the protocol of the gap-analysis and
the validity and reliability of the research are discussed. Chapter 4 provides the background of SSC
ICT. Chapter 5 provides the results of the gap-analysis. This gap-analysis is performed by interviewing
seven respondents at SSC ICT and six other organisations. Chapter 6 provides an analysis between
the results from the literature and the results from the gap-analysis. Finally, chapter 6 provides
answers to the sub research questions and to the general research question and discusses the
outcomes of this research.
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2. Literature study
This chapter discusses the results of the literature study and provides an answer to the first and
second SRQ in section 2.1 and 2.2 respectively.

2.1 Project portfolio management
The results of the literature study in this section aims to answer SRQ 1: “Based on a systematic
review of literature, what are characteristics of governance and control of PPM?” This section starts
with defining and introducing project portfolio management (PPM). Second the PPM process is
explained. Third governance related with PPM is discussed and finally the control of PPM is
discussed.
In scientific literature, there is no discussion on the definition of PPM. Scientific articles about PPM
often refer to the same source, in which PPM is defined as: “the governance and control of multiple
projects pursuing the same strategic goals and competing for the same resources, whereby managers
prioritise among projects to achieve the strategic benefits“ (Cooper et al., 1997). These definition
consist of several elements. A project portfolio is a group of projects that are carried out under the
sponsorship and/or management of a particular organisation. These projects must compete for the
same scarce resources, such as time, money and employees (Archer and Ghasemzadeh, 1999). A
project portfolio contains on-going projects and development projects. Project portfolios and PPM
are important managerial instruments to implement corporate strategy. Organisations possibly can
gain on the percentage of strategy that is implemented. Research indicates that two-thirds of the
initiated corporate strategies within organisations is not implemented within the predetermined
time (Johnson, 2004). The definition of Cooper et al. (1997) consist of several parts, the achievement
of strategic goals is one of the most important elements in the definition of PPM. Another important
part from the definition of PPM is the allocation of resources. In six different scientific articles a total
of seven different objectives of PPM are described. According to these articles, PPM is used in
organisations to: (1) achieve strategic business objectives; (2) minimise the risks of the projects in the
portfolio; (3) maximise the net present value of the projects in the portfolio (Blomquist and Müller,
2006); (4) maximise portfolio value (Chiang and Nunez, 2012); (5) focus decision-making not only on
short-term objectives but also on long-term objectives (Zhijie, 2012); (6) optimise the use of
resources (Martinsuo, 2013) and (7) select, evaluate and prioritise projects in order to select the right
projects (Young and Conboy, 2013). An organisation often focuses on a selection of these objectives
since it is impossible to achieve all objectives simultaneously. In an organisation different types of
portfolios need to be managed, for example a portfolio of shares or a project portfolio with IT
projects. For organisations it is useful to implement PPM, when the following signals occur in the
daily practices: chronic insufficient resources, duplicated efforts, project delays, intense competition
among business groups for resources, and projects that, when completed, do not deliver sufficient
value because they were based on outdated strategy or changing conditions (Labrosse, 2010). These
problems in an organisation can be reduced by implementing PPM.
The portfolio decision process corresponds a number of decision-making processes within the
organisation, including periodic reviews of the total portfolio of all projects (looking at the entire set
of projects, and comparing all projects against each other), making go/kill decisions on individual
projects on an on-going basis (uses gates or stage gate processes), and developing a new project
strategy for the business, complete with strategic resource allocation decisions (Cooper et al., 2000).
Unlike projects or programs, a project portfolio does not have a finite life. Instead it is a continuous
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process and requires regular tending to ensure that the portfolio remains in balance and remains
consistent with the organisation’s strategic objectives (Project management institute, 2008a; Project
management institute, 2008b). All PPM activities and processes can be summarised into three main
elements: the governance, planning and control, and the evaluation. In order to accomplish the
general research objective, only the first two processes are included in this research. In this section
first the PPM process is discussed, followed by the governance and control of PPM.
2.1.1 PPM process
In this sub section discusses the PPM process in an organisation. The PPM process is a continuous
process and provides the basis for PPM in an organisation. The PPM process consists of four
consecutive steps (Figure 2). In the first step, the inventory, the PPM organisation, for example a
project portfolio manager, collects information from the business. This is done by scheduling
meetings with managers from different departments. These managers indicate problems in the daily
operations, via executing projects these problems can be solved. Another reason why projects are
started in an organisation is to ensure the continuity of the business processes. All collected
information and ideas for projects is evaluated in the second step, the analysis. Within the PPM
organisation is decided from the long list with project ideas which projects are performed and in
which order. These decisions are based on several criteria, designed by the business. These criteria
differ between organisations; examples of criteria are necessity or cost reduction. In the third step,
allocate, it is clear which projects will be performed the coming period. In order to perform these
projects different resources, for example money or people, are allocated. The last step is to
continuously monitor the performance of the portfolio by tracking and reviewing all individual
current projects (Merkhofer, 2003)

Figure 2: Overview of the four consecutive steps of the PPM process (Source: Merkhofer,
2003)

The PPM process (Figure 2) consists of different activities performed by different stakeholders. In the
PPM process there are three main stakeholders, these stakeholders perform a total of ten activities.
The clearest overview of the activities in the PPM process, can be illustrated by a swim lane (Figure
3). There are three stakeholders involved in an organisation. First, there is a department that is
closely related to the projects. Since this research focuses on IT projects, an IT department is most
suitable. Second, there is a PPM department, which can be a single project portfolio manager or a
whole department that is responsible for PPM. Third and last, there are the project managers
involved in the PPM process. All departments are represented by persons, who undertake the
different activities (Chiang and Nunez, 2013).
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Figure 3: Swim lane with activities in the PPM process (Chiang and Nunez, 2013).

The PPM process contains different activities. The first activity is at the PPM department. This
department makes a request for new project proposals, in order to obtain insights in the upcoming
projects. The objectives of these projects should be in line with the organisation’s objectives.
However, all projects together should fit the available resources. Departments submit their project
proposals in order to get funding and make a chance at being included in the portfolio. The PPM
department requests the project managers to provide information on the status of the projects and
programs. The project managers provide a report with details on the resource level, the status of the
projects and the skills set. The responsibility to measure the project correlation, in order to prevent
duplicated work, is at the departments. When the steps one to five are completed, the PPM
department determines the level of strategic alignment. It is important that the selected projects
achieve the strategic objectives. A small analysis on expected cost, risk and benefit is performed.
Afterwards the portfolio is constituted of the selected projects. Projects with the same content and
objectives can form a program at department level. The assignment of projects to programs results in
an efficient allocation of resources. The final step of the PPM process is to monitor the projects,
programs and the portfolio (Chiang and Nunez, 2012).
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2.1.2 Governance
In PPM literature, portfolio governance is defined as: ‘a set of formal principles, structures and
processes for the undertaking and management of projects, applicable in the context of individual
projects, programs or portfolios of projects, which: (1) appoint a governor (or governing body) for a
project or portfolio of projects; (2) define and regulate roles, accountabilities and decision making
and (3) coordinate project relationships planning and control’ (Hazard and Crawford, 2004). In this
research a distinction is made between governance and control. Therefore, in this research
governance includes the appointment of a governor and defines and regulates roles, accountabilities
and decision making. Control includes in this research the project relationships planning and control.
In this research the first two activities are explained in this section. The control of PPM is discussed in
the next section.
The first item is the appointment of a governor or governing body. This is an important action for an
organisation, because it results in a division of tasks and responsibilities regarding PPM. The governor
or governing body attempts to achieve the overall PPM objectives (Section 2.1) in the organisation. A
project portfolio manager fulfils the role of governor. The role of the project portfolio manager was
initially defined by Markowitz (1991), who suggested that a project portfolio manager should manage
a project portfolio. The project management institute (PMI) also identifies the discrete role of a
project portfolio manager and defines the role as “a senior manager who is responsible for
establishing, monitoring and managing the assigned portfolios” (Project management institute,
2008a). The role of the project portfolio manager is therefore distinguished from other roles in a
project portfolio context, such as project management practitioner, project management
professional, project manager, senior project manager or project director (Young and Conboy, 2013).
A project portfolio management office (PPMO) is a governing body. A PPMO can be considered as an
organisational unit, whose function it is to manage the organisation’s project portfolio. It is initiated
by its organisation’s leadership in response to increasing managerial challenges originating from
project portfolios. A PPMO manages and supervises the project portfolio, which includes prioritising
projects, allocating resources to projects, and, on a regular basis, identifying which projects to
initiate, reprioritise, or terminate. A PPMO has a strong governance mandate to guarantee the
implementation of organisational objectives and stakeholder interests. In addition, the office collects
and distributes data for reviewing, assessing, and managing individual projects to ensure that they
are meeting their expected contributions to the portfolio. Portfolio management provides the
necessary link between project management and overall management of the organisation
(Merkhofer, 2003; Unger et al., 2012).
The organisational matrix (Figure 4) demonstrates the relations between the different bodies at the
department level. These bodies together comprise a PPM organisation. This research is focused on
an IT department and therefore this matrix is applied on a PPM organisation at an IT department.
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Figure 4: PPM organisation matrix (source: Platje et al., 1994).

Figure 4 shows a matrix, which indicates the formal hierarchical structure of a part of an
organisation. An IT department is in general managed by a chief information officer (CIO). A CIO
provides assistance to the senior managers on IT acquisition and management. A second
responsibility of the CIO is to develop, maintain, and facilitate the implementation of a sound and
integrated IT architecture (University of Washington, 2012). The CIO communicates directly with the
project portfolio manager or portfolio management team and provides his desired strategic plans to
them. It is the responsibility of the project portfolio manager to judge whether these plans are
feasible or not. The project portfolio manager communicates directly with the project leader on the
project plans of the executed projects. Therefore, the project portfolio manager is accountable for
the performance of the portfolio. The project leaders are responsible for providing information on
the performance of the projects to the project portfolio manager. The project leaders are
accountable for the performance of individual projects. The project portfolio manager communicates
with other department managers in the organisation, to gain information that can lead to new
projects. This results in an efficient and effective allocation of employees among the different
projects (Platje et al., 1994). The different communication lines in the matrix represent the
consultation structure in the organisation. Each actor in the organisational matrix has its own tasks.
The tasks of the project portfolio manager or project portfolio management team will be discussed
below.
The project portfolio manager or the PPMO has at least four managerial tasks, structured according
to the overall PPM processes (Jonas, 2010). The tasks that Jonas (2010) describes are in line with the
activities presented in the swim lane (Figure 3). The first task is portfolio structuring, which is a cyclic
process. This task contains four subtasks: strategic (portfolio-) planning, definition of the long-term
target portfolio, evaluation of project proposals and deliberate selection of projects. The second task
is resource management. Resource management includes: cross-project resource planning, formal
resource approval, conflict management in case of resource conflicts and resource re-allocation in
reaction to short-term change requests. The third task is portfolio steering, which is a continuous
process. Portfolio steering contains the following activities: monitoring of the strategic alignment of
the portfolio; development of the corrective measures in case of deviations from the target portfolio;
identifying synergies between projects and the coordination of projects across business lines. The
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fourth and last task is organisational learning and project exploitation. This task includes the
evaluation of project results, post project reviews (benefit tracking) at a later date; store and
maintain relevant knowledge after project closure and the utilisation of lessons learned from earlier
projects (Jonas, 2010). Structured governance can help to achieve the seven objectives of PPM,
described earlier in section 2.1. In the next section the control process of PPM is discussed.
2.1.3 Control
The control of PPM determines how the instruments of PPM are implemented and used in practice,
and includes metrics of relevant portfolio aspects to support and justify management decisions about
the portfolio (Vogelezang, 2004). In an organisation two kinds of management control are relevant,
behavioural control and output control. Behavioural control is focused on the activities and
behaviour of all relevant persons. Output control is related to the achievement of earlier stated
objectives in the context of PPM of IT projects (Ouchi and Maguire, 1975; Vogelezang, 2008; Symons
et al., 2005). The literature indicates two options to control the PPM process. Both options include
activities focused on behavioural control and output control. These two options are discussed in this
section.
The first option of control is a multidimensional framework, which is developed to measure and
control whether the benefits of implementing PPM are achieved or not (Jonas, 2010). This
multidimensional framework consists of three dimensions. The first dimension is the effectiveness of
the management process and comprises three metrics. The first metric is information quality, which
refers to the transparency that is achieved over the whole scope of projects in a certain portfolio.
The second metric is allocation quality, which refers to an effective and efficient distribution of
resources among the portfolio. The last metric is cooperation quality, which refers to the interplay of
different management roles in a PPM organisation. The second dimension is the portfolio success.
This dimension includes four metrics: average project success, which refers to the delivering of
projects on time, within budget, to the specifications and customer satisfaction; use of synergies,
strategic fit and portfolio balance. The third and last dimension is the portfolio-related corporate
success. The portfolio-related corporate success can be measured by the business’ success and its
preparation for the future (Jonas, 2010).
According to a second research, portfolio control is an essential factor to achieve portfolio success.
To achieve this portfolio success, three portfolio control factors are established: portfolio selection,
portfolio reporting and decision making style (Müller et al., 2008). Portfolio selection is about
aligning projects with strategy and prioritising them, and it includes three items: projects are selected
based on organisation’s strategy; projects are prioritised; project priorities are communicated).
Portfolio reporting concerns how projects are reported toward the portfolio. Portfolio decisionmaking deals with how decisions are made regarding the portfolio and it includes three items
decisions are made face-to-face; as joint management decisions and decisions are made in the best
interest of the organisation.
2.1.4 PPM Success
The maturity model of PPM indicates how well an organisation performs PPM (Merkhofer, 2003a).
Understanding organisational maturity with regard to PPM is useful. It facilitates identifying
performance gaps, indicates reasonable performance targets, and suggests an achievable path for
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improvement (Merkhofer, 2003a). There are five PPM maturity levels (Figure 5), where level one is
the lowest level and level five is the highest level.

Figure 5 Five maturity levels of PPM (Merkhofer, 2003a).

Figure 5 shows the five maturity levels of PPM. Each level consists of several activities. The extend of
which the activities are carried out in the organisation determines at which level the organisation is
located. The first level is called the foundation. The activities in this level are aimed to organise work
into discrete projects and track costs at the project level Projects are viewed and managed in
isolation of one another, subject only to the competition over shared resources. This means that
projects are funded separately, reviewed separately, and hardly ever terminated for reasons other
than excessive cost and duration overrun. The second level is called basics. The activities in this level
replace project-by-project decision making with the goal of identifying the best collection of projects
to be conducted with the resources available. At a minimum this requires aggregating project data
into a central database, assigning responsibilities for PPM, and force-ranking projects. Organisations
that are located in the second level are beginning to implement elements of project portfolio
management, but only a fraction of the real opportunity has been realised. If a formalised PPM unit
exists, it is likely to be modest and not very sophisticated. Even so, prioritisation, probably without
much reliance on prioritisation tools, is used as a means for addressing the problem of too many
projects given the limits on available resources. At this stage, the focus should be on formalising the
framework for evaluating and prioritising projects and on implementing tools and processes for
improving project budgeting, cost accounting, risk and issues tracking, requirements tracking, and
resource management. The activities in the third level, value management, result in the most difficult
step for most organisations. It requires metrics, models, and tools for quantifying the value to be
derived from projects. Although project interdependencies and portfolio risks may not be fully and
rigorously addressed, analysis allows projects to be ranked based on "bang-for-the-buck," often
producing a good approximation of the value-maximising project portfolio. Level three organisations
demonstrate a commitment to proactive, standardised project and portfolio management. Project
selection decisions are based on an overarching principle of creating value, with all projects
evaluated and re-evaluated together using a consistent and defensible logic. A PPM unit manages the
project portfolio. Participants have a high-level of applicable training. Level three organisations are
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achieving significant return from their investment, although more value is available. The fourth level
optimisation is characterised by mature processes, superior analytics, and quantitatively managed
behaviour. Level four organisations are using quantitative analysis and measurements to obtain
efficient, predictable and controllable project and portfolio management. The organisations various
portfolios are rolled up into one, all-inclusive portfolio, with portfolio optimisation used to
coordinate and manage the individual portfolios. Level four organisations are obtaining the bulk of
the value available from practicing PPM. The final level, core competency, occurs when the
organisation has made project portfolio management a core competency, uses best-practice analytic
tools, and has put processes in place for continuous learning and improvement. Level five
organisations are obtaining maximum possible value from project portfolio management. The PPM
unit is running at maximum efficiency. By fully institutionalising project portfolio management into
their culture, Level five organisations free people to become more creative and innovative in
achieving business success (Merkhofer, 2003a).
These five levels of PPM maturity indicate that adopting and implementing PPM is an gradual process
within an organisation. Therefore it is likely that when an origination starts with PPM, the
organisation is situated in one of the lowest levels.
2.1.5 Conclusion
This section concludes on the main elements in the literature on PPM.
PPM is developed to manage a portfolio of projects systematically and continuously and is defined
as: the governance and control of multiple projects pursuing the same strategic goals and competing
for the same resources, whereby managers prioritise among projects to achieve the strategic
benefits. The most important objectives of PPM for an organisation are: achievement of the strategic
business objectives; maximising portfolio value; minimising risk of the projects; allocating resources
efficient and selecting the right projects. The PPM process consists of four consecutive steps:
inventory; analyse; allocate and track and review. These steps include various activities which are
performed by the three important stakeholders: the project portfolio manager, the project managers
and in this case the IT department. Examples of activities are: the submission and assessment of
project proposals and the selection and monitoring of projects, programs and portfolios.
The governance of PPM includes a set of formal principles, structures and processes for the
undertaking and management of projects in which a governor is appointed; roles, accountabilities
and decision-making are defined, and planning and control is coordinated. The project portfolio
manager can be seen as a governor and is responsible for the performance of the portfolio and
reports directly towards a representative of the management team. The tasks of the project portfolio
manager include: portfolio structuring; resource management; portfolio steering and project
exploitation. A PPMO is a governing body, which has the same position and role in an organisation as
a project portfolio manager but it is an organisational unit, which consists of several persons with
different positions in the organisation, instead of one person.
From the literature on control of PPM it can be concluded that there are two possibilities for an
organisation to control its PPM process. The first possibility is a multidimensional framework
consisting of three dimensions: effectiveness of the management process, portfolio success and
portfolio related corporate success. These dimensions are composed of different metrics. The leading
vision in the second possibility is that portfolio success is obtained by portfolio control. In this, three
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factors play a major role: portfolio selection, portfolio reporting and the portfolio decision-making
style. These factors are also composed of different components. Those two possibilities and their
related elements can be divided into behavioural and output control. The five level maturity model
indicates, on the basis of the current activities of the organisation, how successful PPM is in the
current situation.

2.2 IT project management
This section focuses on answering SRQ 2: “Based on a systematic review of literature, what are
characteristics of IT PM that are related to governance and control of PpM?” This section starts first
with an introduction of PM. Second, the PM process is explained. Third, the governance related to
PM is discussed. Fourth and last, the control of PM is discussed.
Where PPM is focused on “doing the right projects”, PM is focused on “doing projects right”. PM is
the total of instruments and techniques used to guide projects during its life cycles. Applying good
project management discipline is a possibility to reduce the risks in executing projects (Levine, 2005).
PM is the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques applied to project activities in order
to meet the project requirements. PM is a process that includes planning, putting the project plan
into action, and measuring progress and performance (Watt, 2013). Having good PM skills does not
completely eliminate problems, risks, or surprises. However, the value of good PM is that an
organisation has standard processes in place to deal with all contingencies.
2.2.1 PM process
The design of the PM process varies among scientific literature. Most common is a PM process that
consists of four phases: the initiation, planning, executing and closure phases (Watt, 2003; van der
Weide et al., 2003; PMI, 2008a). However, in this model some critical steps are missing. The most
complete model of a PM process includes six phases (Figure 6). This is a more complete overview of
the critical steps in a project between the beginning and the end of a project. Before the project
continues to the next phase, the current phase needs to be completed.
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Initiation phase
Definition phase
Design phase
Preparation phase
Realisation phase
Project clossure
Figure 6: Six phases of PM process (source: Baars, 2008).

A project starts with rough ideas and suggestions in the initiation phase. The first ideas of a project
are further explored and developed. The main objective of this phase is to investigate if an initiated
project is feasible or not. The intended project manager prepares a project proposal, which includes
its purpose, scope and justification. When the higher management approves the project plan, a
project team need to be formed (Baars, 2008; CIT, 2010). The second phase is the definition phase.
The main objective in this phase is making clear what the desires and requirements of the
stakeholders are. It is desirable that all stakeholders participate in this phase. This contributes to the
end result of the project. The third phase is the design phase. In this phase one or more designs are
made on how the desired project results can be achieved. The higher management in an organisation
decides which design will be used to achieve the predetermined benefits. In the preparation phase a
concrete planning or roadmap is made on what is necessary in order to carry out the project. This
project plan is shared with the relevant stakeholders. The objective is to make clear what exact
resources are required. In the fifth phase, the deliverables, which are defined in the project
proposals, will be realised. The project becomes visible for outsiders of the project. At the end of this
phase the result is checked against the list of requirements from the definition phase. The result is
also controlled against the previously checked design. The sixth and final phase comprises the project
closure. In this phase the deliverables are delivered to the customer and the project closure is
communicated to all stakeholders. The last remaining activity is to identify the level of project
success and to note any lessons learned for future projects (Baars, 2008; CIT, 2010).
2.2.2 Governance
In general eight stakeholders are involved in the six phases of the PM process, which are shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Overview of involved stakeholders in a project (Source:
http://newhiteboard.com/2011/06/23/three-ways-to-optimize- stakeholderrelationships/).

In this research the relevant stakeholders are the project manager, project management team and
the project team. Project managers have an important role within PM. In the literature, a distinction
is made between a project manager and a project leader. The main difference is in the responsibility
between project managers and project leaders. A project manager is responsible for preparation and
realisation of change projects and he should embed project results in the organisation within agreed
frameworks of time, money and quality and hereby inform all stakeholders (ILX Group, 2013). A
project leader is responsible for the medium and small projects in an organisation. The activities and
tasks of a project manager and a project leader are similar. A project manager has a variety of tasks
that result in the deliverance of projects. The tasks include: prepare of project plans; select of a
project team; coordinate the project team; inform stakeholders; achieve planned project results;
report on project results and project evaluation (ILX Group, 2013; NS, 2010). The project manager
develops the project plan with the team and manages the team’s performance of project tasks. It is
the responsibility of the project manager to secure acceptance and approval of deliverables from the
project sponsor and other stakeholders. The project manager is responsible for communication,
including status reporting, risk management, escalation of issues that cannot be resolved in the
team, and, in general, making sure the project is delivered in budget, on schedule, and within scope
(CIT, 2010). The project management team or the project portfolio manager is responsible for the
management of the project portfolio. The last relevant function in this research is the project team.
This team actually carries out the project according to the project proposal and the team members
fulfil tasks within the project. The project manager directs this team. Often team members have
different areas of expertise (Baars, 2008). All other stakeholders, internal or external to an
organisation, which are impacted by, or can impact, the outcomes of the project are beyond the
scope of this research.
2.2.3 Control
Project control can be defined as: a management action, either pre-planned to achieve the desired
result or taken as a corrective measure promoted by monitoring the project process (Di Castri, 2011).
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A project manager can control a project by using five parameters. The first parameter is time. Time in
a project includes deadlines, and the time schedules for activities. Managing time is taking care that
the tasks are completed within time. Different tools, for example a Gantt chart, are used to manage
time in an organisation. The second parameter is money. The money factor is reflected in budgets of
projects. To control money within a project means to ensure that the costs do not exceed the
budget. The third parameter is quality. A completed project should meet certain quality criteria. For
controlling the project, it is important that the quality criteria are specified in the definition phase,
agreed upon and written down. It should be prevented that quality criteria stay implicit. A clear list
with quality criteria can be used in the realisation phase to check whether the results meet the
quality criteria. The fourth parameter is organisation and comprises the management of the project
team. The management of the team includes the division of tasks but also which skills are necessary
and should be developed. The fifth and last parameter is information. This parameter is about how,
by whom and based on what decisions are made. Who is allowed to make a decision in a project. An
important aspect of information in a project is that the decisions that are made are reproducible. In
practice, organisations do not achieve this reproducibility for oral decisions. It is desirable to achieve
this in order to find the causes for delay of a project (Baars, 2008).
2.2.4 Conclusion
In this section the literature on PM is summarised by using the key elements from the literature.
PM is the total of instruments and techniques used to guide projects during its life cycles. Having
good PM skills does not completely eliminate problems, risks, or surprises. However, the value of
good PM is that an organisation has standard processes in place to deal with all contingencies. PM is
a process that includes six phases the initiation, definition and design of a project plan, and the
preparation, realisation and finalisation of a project. In general eight stakeholders participate during
these six phases. The most important stakeholder is the project manager. The project manager is
responsible for the performance of the project and reports directly towards the project portfolio
manager. The project manager has a variety of tasks, which include: prepare of project plans;
selection of a project team; coordinate of the project team; informing stakeholders; achieve planned
project results; report on project results and project evaluation. The project team consist of
members from different expertise and actually carries out the project.
A project manager can control the PM process by using five parameters: time, money, quality,
organisation and information.

2.3 Conclusion of the literature concerning PPM and PM.
In this section, first the most important characteristics from the literature of PPM are discussed.
These characteristics are used as input for the interviews in the empirical research. Second, the most
important characteristics of the literature on PM are discussed. Third, the differences and similarities
between PPM and PM are explained.
Characteristics from literature on PPM.
The first characteristic of PPM is the definition and the objective of PPM. PPM is intended to manage
a portfolio of projects systematically and continuously. PPM coordinates and controls multiple
projects, which pursue the same strategic goals and compete for the same resources. Whereby
managers prioritise among projects to achieve strategic benefits. PPM is used in an organisation to
achieve strategic business objectives, minimise risks, maximise NPV of projects, maximise portfolio
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value, focus not only on the short-term decisions, optimise use of resources and select, evaluate and
prioritise projects to select the right projects.
The second characteristic, that can be derived from the literature, is the PPM process. The PPM
process consists of four steps: the inventory, the analysis, the allocation and track and review. This
process includes in total ten activities. These activities are performed by three important
stakeholders: the concerned department, the PPM department and the project managers.
The governance of PPM is the third characteristic. The governance of PPM includes a set of formal
principles, structures and processes for the undertaking and management of projects in which a
governor is appointed, roles, accountabilities and decision making is defined, and planning and
control is coordinated. The project portfolio manager can be seen as the governor and is responsible
for the performance of the portfolio and reports directly towards a representative of the
management team. The tasks of the project portfolio manager include: portfolio structuring;
resource management; portfolio steering and project exploitation. A PPMO is a governing body,
which has the same position and role in an organisation as a project portfolio manager but it is an
organisational unit instead of one person. A project portfolio manager or a PPMO fulfil an important
position in a PPM organisation. They are in direct contact with the CIO, the project managers and the
other department managers to stay informed on the current state of the projects, the desires of the
business and the higher management (Figure 4).
The fourth characteristic of PPM is the control. The control of the PPM process contains important
characteristics, which are explained in the following subparagraph and starts with the definition.
Control in the PPM process determines how the steps of PPM process and its related activities are
implemented and used in practice. Control of PPM includes metrics of relevant portfolio aspects to
support and justify management decisions about the portfolio. From the literature on control of PPM
it can be concluded that there are two options for an organisation to control its PPM process. The
first option is a multidimensional framework consisting of three dimensions: effectiveness of the
management process, portfolio success and portfolio related corporate success. These dimensions
are composed of different metrics. The leading vision in the second option is that portfolio success is
obtained by portfolio control. In this, three factors play a major role: portfolio selection, portfolio
reporting and the portfolio decision-making style. Three factors are also composed of different
components. Those two options and its related elements can be divided into behavioural and output
control.
The fifth and last characteristic of PPM is PPM success. A five level maturity model represents PPM
success. In level 1 much work is already processed via projects, however there is no attention for the
relations and organisation of more projects in the organisation. At the last level, level 5 PPM
becomes a core competency at the organisation.
There is a relation between the five characteristics of PPM in an organisation. PPM in an organisation
starts with a definition and clear objectives that should result from the implementation of PPM.
Before PPM can be implemented in an organisation, a strict PPM process should be designed. Usually
this PPM process consists of several standardised steps. The PPM process must be managed in an
organisation. The governance suggests the allocation of functions, responsibilities and tasks, related
with PPM, in an organisation. This is important to make clear who is responsible for what tasks and
process in the organisation. During the PPM process the portfolio is composed. During the year the
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persons who are responsible for this, should monitor the progress of the portfolio and the individual
projects. The control process is determined by the control elements, which are agreed within the
higher management of an organisation. Examples of control elements are time, money or quality.
The progress of the development of PPM in an organisation, and therefore the success of PPM, can
be measured by using the five level maturity model.
The content of these five characteristics in practice are studied in the empirical research by
preforming interviews at different organisations.
Conceptual framework
The conceptual framework (Figure 8) includes the characteristics of PPM and their relationships.
Before the PPM process in an organisation can start, the definition and objectives of PPM should be
formulated. The formulation of the definition happens only once. The formulation of the objectives
occurs more frequently, because the objectives of PPM should reflect the objectives of the
department or the objectives of the entire organisation.

Figure 8: Conceptual framework.

When the definition and objectives are formulated in an organisation, the PPM process can start
according to the four steps. These four steps proceed infinitely in an organisation. The governance is
applicable on all elements in Figure 8. Within the governance the allocation of responsibilities and
tasks is defined. The governor, mostly a project portfolio manager or another person that is
responsible for PPM, takes the lead from the beginning. The control of PPM is focused only the four
steps of the PPM process. The result of the control can lead to different levels of PPM success,
defined according to the five maturity levels.
These concepts are processed in the interview questions during the gap-analysis. This results in an
overview how PPM is used in practice.
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Characteristics from literature on PM
The process of PM is primarily focused on doing projects right. The results of the literature study on
PM are not relevant for the empirical part because the focus is on the governance and control of the
whole PPM process and is not focused on the organisation of a single project. However the literature
on the project manager is relevant for the governance of PPM, since the project manager is an
important stakeholder in the PPM process. The project manager is responsible for the performance
of the project and reports directly towards the project portfolio manager. The project manager has a
variety of tasks, which include: prepare project plans; select a project team; coordinate the project
team; inform stakeholders; achieve planned project results; report on project results and evaluate
the project. The project team consists of people from different areas of expertise, who actually carry
out the project.
A project manager can control the PM process by using five parameters: time, money, quality,
organisation and information. It can be relevant to keep these parameters in mind when controlling
the PPM process as a whole.
Relationship between PPM and PM.
To conclude this chapter, PM and PPM are compared by explaining their differences and similarities.
The main difference between PPM and PM is in the location of the tool in the organisation and the
focus of the tool. PPM is located at the more strategic level of the organisation, where PM is located
at the operational level of the organisation. The difference between PPM and PM is in the focus of
the management tools. PM is focused on doing the projects right and PPM is focused on doing the
right projects. Therefore PM is integrated in PPM, all single projects are managed according to the
standards of PM and the group of projects, a project portfolio, is managed according to the standards
of PPM. The process of PPM is strongly related to the processes of PM (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Relationship between PPM process and PM process.

Figure 9 explains the relation between the PPM process and the PM process. From the figure it
appears that the outcomes of the phases of the PM process are input for the phases of the PPM
process. The PPM process starts with an inventory if the projects that need to be executed the
coming period in order to achieve the organisations’ objectives. To create a complete overview, the
input van intended project managers is desirable and they are asked to submit project proposals. In
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addition, the project portfolio manager goes into the business to identify the needs and wishes. The
list with project proposals is analysed. When additional information is needed, project managers are
asked to provide an extra analysis. For this analysis more detailed information on the projects is
necessary, for example more detailed information on the costs and resources. This information can
be derived from the definition phase of the PM process. In this phase the research proposals are
further explored and completed with more detailed information. From the moment, that the project
portfolio management organisation has approved a project proposal, the realisation phase of the PM
process can start, because resources are allocated. The project portfolio manager tracks and reviews
the performance and the closure of all projects. During the execution of a project, the performance is
tracked by the project portfolio organisation. The project managers deliver direct input for this.
When a project is closed, the project is reviewed by the project portfolio organisation. Also in this
case, the project managers provide input for this process. From this figure and discussion can be
concluded that the different stages in the PM process provide input for the PPM processes.
Within PPM there is a strong relation between the different elements that are discussed in section
2.1. The adoption and implementation of PPM can lead to the achievement of eight different
objectives. Often an organisation focuses on a selection of these objectives. The PPM process and
the included activities are clearly defined and it is useful to compare these process steps and the
different activities with practice.
The governance of PPM and the governance of PM are closely related. A project portfolio manager is
responsible for the performance of the portfolio of projects and a project manager is responsible for
the performance of an individual project. For both managers a significant part of the activities is the
management of employees. A big difference is that the project portfolio manager has a higher
position in the organisation; the project managers have to report towards the project portfolio
manager.
The characteristics of control of PPM determine how the instruments of PPM are implemented and
used in practice in order to achieve the stated objectives, whether the control of PM can be defined
as a management action or a corrective measure to achieve the desired result. There is a large
difference in the characteristics of control of PPM and PM. PPM can be controlled on several
characteristics whereby the focus is on output and behavioural control by using several metrics:
effectiveness of the management process, allocation quality, corporation quality, portfolio selection,
portfolio reporting and decision making style. The control of PM is more focused on the performance
of individual projects rather than the performance of the PM process. In general five metrics are used
to control projects: time, money, quality, organisation and information.
PPM success is defined according to the five level maturity model. For PM there is no measure of
success, since the activities of PM are part of PPM. An organisation can achieve a higher level by
growing and adding more activities in the PPM process, when the degree of completeness of PM
influences the level of maturity of PPM of an organisation.
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3. Methodology
In this chapter the methodology of this research is explained. In section 3.1 the research strategies of
this research are discussed. In the second section, the gap-analysis is described, by discussing the
case selection, interview design and interview protocol. The last section discussed the reliability and
validity of this research.

3.1 Research strategy
The research strategy is the approach that was taken in order to gather the relevant material and to
process it into answers to the research questions (Verschuren and Doorewaard, 2007). According to
Verschuren and Doorewaard (2007), there are five major research strategies in research projects.
Research can be done by a survey, an experiment, a case study, a grounded theory approach and
desk research. These research strategies can be combined in one research project (Verschuren and
Doorewaard, 2007).
The strategies that were used in this research are already presented in the research framework
(Figure 1). In phase (a) literature research was performed via desk research and by interviewing
employees of SSC ICT a problem analysis was performed. In phase (b) a gap-analysis (case study) was
executed by performing interviews at SSC ICT and six other organisations in the (semi-) public sector
on the current situation of PPM in their organisation. The gap-analysis is discussed in more detail in
the next section. In the final phase (c), the collected data was analysed and conclusions were drawn.

3.2 Gap analysis
In the empirical part of this research, a gap-analysis is conducted. In a gap-analysis there is a gap
between the current situation of SSC ICT and the situation. In this case there is a gap between the
current situation of governance and control of PPM at SSC ICT and the situation in practice at six
other organisations. The information from literature and the situation at SSC ICT will be compared
with organisations that have adopted and implemented a governance and control of PPM in their
organisation. The execution of a gap-analysis is pretty similar to a case study; several characteristics
correspond. A small domain is studied, consisting of a small number of research units. During a case
study and a gap-analysis, there is intensive data generation, more in depth than breath; a selective
and strategic sample and qualitative data and research methods (Verschuren en Doorewaard, 2005).
In this section, first, the selection of the cases and respondents is discussed. Second, the interview
design is explained. And third and last, the interview protocol is discussed.
3.2.1 Case selection
In this section the two sets of cases, in order to study the gap between the current and the desired
situation, are discussed. The first case includes the respondents that work for SSC ICT of NS. The
second case includes the respondents from other organisations in the (semi-) public sector.
The objective of the study at SSC ICT is to obtain insight in the current situation at SSC ICT with regard
to governance and control of PPM. It is desirable to interview employees at different functions at SSC
ICT in order to obtain a broad overview of the current processes. Currently at SSC ICT and NS there is
no PPM related function. Therefore, the main actors in the PPM process are identified with the help
of the supervisor at SSC ICT. Examples are: project managers, clients of SSC ICT, architects and
information managers. The potential respondents were invited for the interview by email. This is
standard practice within NS. The email briefly explained who the researcher is, what the objective of
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the research is and what the contribution of the respondent is on the final report. In total seven
employees of SSC ICT are interviewed. The list of respondents is shown in Appendix 3.
The objective of the study at other organisations is to obtain insight for the desired situation of
governance and control of SSC ICT. The following selection criteria for organisations are formulated:
(1) the organisation should be participating in the semi-public sector; (2) the organisation should
have a separate IT PPM department and (3) the amount of projects and the size of the PPM
department should be comparable with SSC ICT. It is desirable to interview at least five organisations
in order to see patterns and make proper comparisons. In total 23 organisations are approached are
approached via email or by phone (Appendix 2). Unfortunately, hardly any organisation was willing to
participate in this research, for many different reasons. For example, the organisation did not
implemented PPM in their organisation or there was a vacancy for the position of project portfolio
manager and therefore no person was able to participate to the interview. are In total six
organisations were willing to participate namely: (1) Prorail, (2) Waterschap Vallei en Eem, (3)
Connexxion, (4) TNO, (5) Waterschap Rivierenland and (6) Kadaster. Unfortunately not all
organisations meet all selection criteria. Prorail, Connexxion, and Kadaster meet all criteria. At TNO a
project portfolio manager of a general department is interviewed instead of a project portfolio
manager of an IT department. The amount of projects that is executed per year is smaller
Waterschap Vallei and Eem and Waterschap Rivierenland than at SSC ICT. The contact persons were
first emailed and then called to explain the purpose of the interview and objective of the research. A
list of the respondents form the different organisations is provided in Appendix 3.
3.2.2 Interview design
The intention was to structure the interview in three parts. But during the interviews it appeared
that the questionnaire was too long. To ensure that all interviews are the same, the interview is
structured in two parts. The first part contains seven closed questions. These questions are designed
to gather general information on the respondent and their organisation. The second part of the
interview contains open and closed questions on the current situation of governance and control of
PPM at the organisation. The questions are constructed based on the characteristics derived from
the literature. These characteristics are presented in the conceptual framework (Figure 8). Question
1 and 2 ask for the definition and objective of PPM in the organisation. The answer on question 3
provides insights in the PPM process at the organisation of the respondent. Question 4 to 6 concern
the experiences of the employee with regard to the current PPM process, the advantages and
disadvantages of that process and the improvements that can be made to the current organisation.
This question is asked to obtain more insight in the effectiveness PPM in the current situation.
Question 7 focuses on the planning and control process of PPM. The focus is on the elements of the
output and behavioural control of the PPM process. The final question of this section is on the
definition and measurement of PPM success in the organisation. The interview questions are
provided in Appendix 4, the part that is not used in practice is marked red.
3.2.3 Interview protocol
The interview protocol contains the general rules and procedures regarding the implementation of
the interview instrument (Yin, 2003). The following protocol is pursued before, during and after
conducting the interview.
Following the initial email contact with the potential respondents, containing consent for an
interview, a face-to-face interview is scheduled at a location that the respondent prefers. At the
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beginning of the interview, permission is asked to record the interview, obliging the researcher to
deliver a complete transcript afterwards. The interview questions are not shared in advanced with
the respondents, in order to prevent that the respondents describe an ideal situation. All
respondents are Dutch native speakers; to avoid miscommunication and incomplete answers, the
questions are asked in Dutch and the respondent is allowed to answer in Dutch. During the interview,
the researcher takes the lead and the respondents are not allowed to deliver own input in order to
prevent deviation from the interview subject. The first interviews at SSC ICT are not completely
structured. The respondents were happy to share their knowledge and start talking. However the
researcher kept all questions in mind, to ensure all questions are answered directly or indirectly This
helped to gain more knowledge on the background of PPM at SSC ICT and it helped to ask to the
point questions in the later interviews. After the interview, initially all transcripts are elaborated in
Dutch, and if necessary the manuscripts are translated in English. The draft versions of the transcripts
were sent to the respondents. When the respondent indicated that the transcript is complete and
correct, it is used as data in the research. It is agreed upon with the respondents that, when the
research is finished, an executive summary is shared with the respondents.
The transcripts of the interviews are not part of the public version of this research. However, the
assessment committee of the university has received an attachment book that included the
transcripts.

3.3 Reliability and validity
In this section the reliability and validity of this research is discussed. First the reliability and second
the validity are discussed.
Reliability
Reliability refers to the demonstration that the methods and measures of the research will give the
same results when executed for a second time (Yin, 2003). To ensure the reliability of this research,
methodological triangulation was used. This is defined as making use of more than one data
collection method to strengthen the verification of constructs (‘t Hart et al., 2006). In this research
desk research is combined with a gap-analysis, which includes interviews at SSC ICT and the six other
organisations. All the interviews in this research are performed according the same structure, which
is secured in a protocol. To increase the reliability of the interviews, all interviews are recorded with
a voice recorder to prevent a loss of data. All interviews are summarised afterwards. The systematic
approach of this research and its documentation will most likely result in comparable findings when
it would be replicated. However there is still a possibility of coincidence, when another sample is
taken the results can differ.

Validity
Research validity concerns whether the results of the study accurately reflect the investigated
(Babbie, 2007) and consist of internal and external validity.
Internal validity is concerned with the research logic and quality of the research process (‘t Hart et
al., 2006). In this research, using ‘member checks’ increased the internal validity: the transcripts of
the interviews were sent back to the respondents to allow them to make corrections and additions.
The internal validity is influenced by the order in which the questions are asked in the first interviews
at SSC ICT. Sometimes the respondent was too enthusiastic and started with his story. This
influenced the order in which the research questions were asked. However the researcher ensures
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that all the questions were directly or indirectly covered in the interview in order to make in the
interviews comparable during the analysis. Per organisation, only one person is interviewed, this
means there is a possibility that at the organisations the current situation, related to PPM, is
different than the respondent declares.
External validity elaborates on the question whether the results of a study can be generalised
beyond this particular research (Bryman and Bell, 2003). The results of this research can be
generalised partially. The focus in this research is on IT projects at organisations in the (semi-) public
sector. The results of this research can only be generalised for these specific projects and
organisations.
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4. Background SSC ICT
This chapter discusses the background that is used as input, together with the results of the
literature research, for the questions of the gap-analysis. Several internal documents and data from
various interviews (Appendix 1) and meetings (e.g. PAC meeting) are input for this section. This
problem analysis is performed in order to answer sub research question 3: ‘Based on a problem
analysis at SSC ICT, what are other reasons behind the problems with regard to governance and
control of PPM?’

4.1 Introduction
Nederlandse Spoorwegen (NS) originates from a merger between the Hollandse IJzer en Spoorweg
Maatschappij (HIJSM), which was conducted in 1837. The establishment of the public limited
company NS happened in 1937, when the HSM and the state railways merged. In 1995 NS changed
from a functional organised state enterprise into a financial holding with one single shareholder, the
Dutch state. The holding NS Group consists of five more or less independent operational business
units (Figure 10). These business units differ in dynamics of business processes, size and market
position. The operations of NS cover both passenger transport and hub development and operation
(Figure 10), with a combined revenue of €4.6 billion. More than 80% of that revenue is generated by
passenger transport (Nederlandse Spoorwegen, 2012).

Figure 10: Business units of NS (Source: Nederlandse Spoorwegen, 2012).

One of the supportive departments within NS Group is Shared Service Centre ICT (SSC ICT). The
mission of SSC ICT is to make ICT infrastructure services available to all NS business units, in a manner
that business processes of those units are supported optimally. SSC ICT consists of several
departments (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Organisational chart of SSC ICT.
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SSC ICT is managed by a manager that has direct responsibility and reports towards the CIO. Within
SSC ICT there are eight different departments. A manager heads all these departments. These
managers, in addition to the manager(s) of SSC ICT, together form a management team (MT) that,
through various meetings, controls the daily operations.

4.2 Current PPM process
The PPM process at SSC ICT is presented in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Overview of PPM process at SSC ICT.

The PPM process at SSC ICT starts with an idea or a need for a project. This idea or need can arise
anywhere in the organisation of NS. For example, a department experiences problems or detects that
improvements can or should be made. A manager with the financial means appoints a person that
acts as client. This person makes a request at the manager of the pool project management &
architecture for delivering a project manager. This department delivers a project manager for large
projects or a technical project leader (TPL) for smaller but more technical projects. The project
manager elaborates the ideas into a project proposal. This proposal contains: an approach, which
explains the project, the preconditions, the interdependencies and the expected results; monitor &
control; a budget; tolerances and appendices. This proposal is sent to the project evaluation
committee (PEC) after the approval of all stakeholders (steering committee) of that project. PEC is
comprised of managers and representatives from the departments: business control, information
management and infra projects. PEC has as objective to reduce the lead and control time of a project
proposal to up to one week and prepare input for the project approval committee (PAC). Once a
week, the new project proposals are discussed and after approval the proposals are sent to the PAC.
The PAC consists of the MT minus the manager of SSC ICT. In meetings of PAC all project proposals
are discussed again. The focus is not only on the technical content, but also more on the question
whether or not SSC ICT can meet project obligations with regard to finance, resources and funds.
More important is the check if the project helps to the achievement of the strategic objectives of SSC
ICT. The PAC committee also discusses the financial state of current projects. When a project is
approved, the assigned project manager and project team can start the project. Once a project is
started, the project manager is responsible for the progress of a project. The PAC and the steering
committee discuss whether the progress on the project is on a desirable level or not.
A project is finished when the achievement of objectives is acceptable for all stakeholders. At that
moment a discharge is performed and the results are handed over to the IT organisation for
operation and management. The discharge is not a complete evaluation on the processes at a
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project, but includes a small evaluation form (Pool Project management and architecture, 2013; Van
der Ploeg, 2013b).
4.2.1 Governance
From the description of the PPM process at SSC ICT follow the most important governors and
governing bodies with regard to PPM at SSC ICT. The project manager is responsible for the
performance of the project. He reports information on the financial status to the PAC and discusses
the general performance with the steering committee. The PEC makes the first decision whether a
project is useful to send to the PAC. The PAC makes the final decision whether a project can start or
not.
Currently at NS there is no central project portfolio management at any subject. Each business unit is
responsible for its own project portfolio management. At SSC ICT there is also no central project
portfolio manager. The MT acts as project portfolio manager in PAC and PEC.
4.2.2 Control
There are two levels of control within NS with regard to PPM. At companywide level, the corporate
audit department runs audits to determine the level of PPM in the different departments in the
organisation. Corporate audit designed a standards framework with regard to the PPM process
within NS. Corporate Audit assesses how the PPM processes in the different department score on
different elements.
The central control on organisation and behaviour is minimal. The financial status of a project is
discussed during the PAC meetings. The overall project performance is discussed during meetings
with the project team and the steering group. But the overall status with regard to the achievement
of strategic objectives of SSC ICT is not monitored.

4.3 Future changes in the organisation
Currently every business unit of NS has its own IT department. The employees of these IT
departments report to their manager. The manager of the business unit reports directly on IT related
cases to the CIO. Within NS, plans are made to change the organisation of IT. The changes will result
in a single IT department. This means that the IT employees of the business units and SSC ICT will be
merged in one large IT department. This new IT department falls under direct responsibility of the NS
Group (Figure 10) and will be managed by the CIO. The organisational chart of the new IT
department is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Organisational chart new IT organisation of NS.

This chart is a representation on how the IT department will be managed the coming years. In the
beginning all IT employees are merged only theoretically. In their daily work nothing is changed,
except for the persons to whom they report. The IT employees have direct responsibility towards the
CIO and therefore the CIO is performing the appraisal interviews with the IT employees. During this
research, the direction of NS still does not have made a formal decision on the changes in the IT
organisation. However, the employees of NS expect that the direction of NS adopts all initiated plans
with minor changes. This change can be seen as opportunity for improving PPM at SSC ICT. The IT
organisation, and therefore SSC ICT, will change this means that it might be easier to adopt the
changes related with PPM.

4.4 Conclusion
In the current situation there is a PPM process, according to the respondents, in which many
stakeholders from SSC ICT and NS participate. Two meetings are very important in the PPM process,
the PEC and PAC meetings. In these meetings many activities related to PPM are performed. In this
PPM process there is nobody directly responsible for the performance of PPM. There is no governor
or governing body, this means that there is no formal PPM function within SSC ICT or NS. The control
of PPM is not formalised within NS. The control of budget and output is performed in the PAC
meeting and in a meeting with the steering committee. From the moment when a project is finished,
nobody in the organisation is measuring the results obtained after the closure of a project. SSC ICT is
not an exception. Within NS there is no department or business unit that has a formal PPM function.
This holds for projects that are not IT related as well. From the meetings with employees (Appendix
1), it appears that SSC ICT takes the lead in the development of PPM. The recommendations,
resulting from this research, shall focus on the situation after the changes in the IT organisation. The
changes probably will appear in February 2014, in this way the results from this research are still
useful for SSC ICT and NS. These changes can be used as opportunity to also adopt the
recommendations with regard to PPM at the new IT organisation.
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5. Results
The results of the empirical research, which are provided and discussed in this chapter, are intended
to answer the fourth SRQ: “Based on a gap-analysis between the current situation of SSC ICT and
practices of other organisations, what lessons can be learnt from the governance and control of PPM
in the (semi-) public sector?” In the first section the results of the interviews with employees of SSC
ICT are discussed and the results of the interviews with other organisations are provided in the
second section.

5.1 Results interviews SSC ICT
In this section the results of the interviews with different employees of SSC ICT are provided. The
results are categorised according to the most important topics in the interview questions and the
structure of the literature chapter. The list of respondents from SSC ICT is provided in Appendix 3.
Background
In total seven employees of SSC ICT are interviewed. These seven employees fulfil different positions
within SSC ICT, these include: manager business control, information manager, project managers (3),
business architect and information architect. One respondent (project manager) is hired by SSC ICT
from another organisation. During their regular activities, the respondents are involved directly or
indirectly with the processes around PPM. The project managers come into contact with the PPM
process at different moments during their regular activities. For example, when they submit project
proposals or when they report the status of the project. The information manager has more contact
with the PPM process, than the other respondents of the SSC ICT. The information manager is
responsible for gaining information from the business, what possibly can lead to new projects. The
manager business control is informed by the project managers on the financial status of the projects
and is responsible to keep all projects within budget.
Definition and objective
From the interviews it appeared, that four of the seven respondents are unable to provide a clear
definition of PPM within SSC ICT (three project managers and the information architect). However, all
respondents know what PPM is and where it may result in after a good implementation and
adaptation. The three other respondents have different opinions on what the definition of PPM is
within SSC ICT. The information manager states that “PPM ensures that the consistency between
projects is taken into account in the formal decision-making”. The business architect states that the
definition of PPM is “the order in which the organisation performs and maintains the portfolio”. The
seven respondents of SSC ICT have different opinions on the objective of PPM. Some of the opinions
are cited below. According to the information architect “PPM simply peruses that we fill our
department plan for the coming years”. A project manager declares that PPM within SSC ICT results
in a clear overview in the logic order in the simple and complex projects that contributed to the
objectives of the organisation”. The manager business control thinks PPM is: “a management tool by
which you make sure that you are doing activities planned and controlled and deliver what you
promise within the prescribed time and the allocated budget”. The business architect indicates that
the objective of PPM is: “to ensure that the business keeps it added value”.
It can be concluded from the seven interviews at SSC ICT that the opinions on the definition and
objective of PPM differ within SSC ICT. Especially respondents that have a lower function and a lower
responsibility with regard to PPM (project managers and information architect), do not perceive the
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use of a clear definition and objective of PPM in the organisation. The definition and objective of the
manager business control and the information manager are most similar to each other. This can be
explained by the fact that they have been involved in the design and implementation of the current
PPM process.
PPM process
Among the respondents, there are different opinions on the existence of a PPM process at SSC ICT. A
project manager states: “I wonder if there is a PPM process within SSC ICT”. He does not stand alone
in his doubts over the existence of a PPM process at SSC ICT. Two other respondents (a project
manager and the information architect) declare also that there is in their opinion no clear PPM
process at SSC ICT. The information manager explains that there is a clear, formal and defined
process, but in practice it is not executed. However, all respondents share the opinion that a
structured PPM process can have a distinct advantage for the management of projects of SSC ICT.
Benefits that are mentioned resulting from a structured and implemented PPM process are a
reduction in cost and a more efficient deployment of staff what can result in a higher employee
satisfaction. The business architect argues: “having a business that has added value and makes
money”. The information architect mentions that: “there is no structure in one year compared to the
previous years, with regard to the selection and execution of projects”. Only one respondent
(manager business control) provides at once from his viewpoint a clear description of the PPM
process at SSC ICT. At the end of each year the MT IT states a list of project proposals. Intended
project managers submit these proposals. These proposals are discussed in PEC (project evaluation
committee, see section 3.2). PEC has the advisory role here. In the PAC (project approval committee,
see section 3.2) meeting the formal decision is made if a project should start or not. In the PAC
meeting the progress of the current projects are discussed based on the progress in terms of finance.
According to most respondents (information manager, information architect, business architect, one
project manager) the PEC and PAC meetings are not the correct instruments to achieve the
objectives for various reasons. All three project managers state that the PEC and PAC meetings are
just a formality. They see no added value at this moment, but they recognise what PEC and PAC can
do for the organisation. The project manager state that the PAC is not at the right level in the
organisation. In his opinion, a decision whether a project should start, should be made at a higher
level at the organisation to ensure that business objectives are achieved. The information architect
believes that the effectiveness and efficiency of the PAC is no longer guaranteed by the changing
compositions of the committee. The business architect finds it worrying that ‘the why’ of projects is
nowhere considered in the organisation. The PAC could be an ideal instrument for that. Also, in the
area of PPM process the opinions differ among the respondents. One project manager states that the
PEC and PAC are located too low in the organisation. According to him, the PPM process should be
much higher in the organisation; just below top management. At that position in the organisation it is
clear, which projects are coming, and how the resources will be allocated in the organisation. Most of
the respondents (3 project managers, information manager and the business architect) agree on the
improvement of the selection and identification of possible projects. The project plans of SSC ICT
depend strongly on the plans of the other business units. The department plans for one year are
made at one moment in the year. At that moment SSC ICT does not know what the plans of the other
business units are. According to the information manager and a project manager it is useful to
coordinate and integrate these plans as much as possible to prevent miscommunication. The
business architect indicates that the incentive why a project is started is not clear, in his opinion this
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must be improved. A project can only start when it contributes to the business objectives. A project
manager indicates that there is no unity in the culture of the execution of projects. Project managers
are working in different ways, which also depends on the requirements of the owner of the project.
When the way of working becomes more uniform, it can lead to an easier control process.
From the interviews it appears that most respondents recognise that there are activities and process
at SSC ICT, that to a greater or lesser extent, are related to PPM. According to the majority
respondents, the current PPM process at SSC ICT is not a well-structured and effective PPM process.
The respondents see a lot of room for improvements and the need of a better structured and
formalised PPM process.
Governance
Just like in the previous topics, there is a lot of differences in the opinions of the respondents on the
current governance of PPM within SSC ICT. Two respondents recognise that some tasks related to
PPM are housed at the information management department (project manager and information
architect). The main decision, related to projects, is made in the PAC meeting, which means that the
MT IT is responsible for the decisions made in relation to projects. At SSC ICT there are different
owners of a project, because SSC ICT performs projects initiation by other business units. This means
that the communication lines differ and project managers only report towards the owner of the
project instead of also reporting towards PAC or someone else of SSC ICT. The current governance
construction leads to an unclearly identifiable responsible person or entity for the daily
accountability with regard to PPM.
Except for one respondent (project manager), all other respondents recognise the necessity to
appoint at least a project portfolio manager within SSC ICT. This project manager declares that it is
meaningless to appoint a separate project portfolio manager in the organisation. He is not in favour
of more overhead and control in the organisation. “I see the justification rather go back to the
organisation”, says the project manager This person or these persons can bring PPM at SSC ICT to a
higher level by solving a couple of issues. For example, the information sharing with business units
for coming projects and the benefit tracking of closed projects. This step in the development is
necessary to structure the process and to make sure that the right projects are performed and all
projects are monitored in the correct way. However, all respondents agree that there is currently no
official PPM organisation within SSC ICT.
Besides the manager of business control, none of the respondents see the PEC and PAC meetings as
formal governance body. Except for one project manager, the respondents see the necessity to
assign a formal governor or governing body in the PPM organisation. They state that such a governor
or governing body can bring the PPM organisation to a higher level, and it will also result in main
improvements in the control of projects.
Control
The respondents have different opinions on the current control process. One part of the respondents
(manager business control, 1 project manager, information manager, information architect) explains
that there is a control process designed, consisting of two activities. The first activity is the discussion
of the financial status of the projects in the weekly PAC meetings. The second activity should be
performed each quarter. Each project manager should complete a quarterly report on the status of
his project. Important elements in the report are time, money, quality and scope. One project
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manager indicates that only the first time there was pressure from the organisation and PAC to fill in
this report. The second and the third time he also submitted the report in time, but in his opinion
there was not much attention from PAC for these reports. The fourth time he was not even asked to
fill in the report. The manager business control indicates that this does not happen, because there is
a shortage of time in the PAC meetings. This means that currently the control of projects is focused
only on the financial performance and the progress of the project. The other respondents (2 project
managers and the business architect) declare that the projects currently are controlled on control
elements money, time and quality. However, all respondents agree that this is a very important topic
and that in this field most improvement should be made. The information manager explains the first
improvement of the control process. A project proposal describes all benefits of a project; most of
these benefits are achieved over a longer period. In his opinion SSC ICT should track the progress in
benefit more carefully; at this point nobody can state that all benefits of projects are achieved. From
the respondents some improvements with regard to the control of PPM, appear from the interview.
The manager business control indicates that control at this moment is difficult caused by the
reorganisation of the IT department. Currently three big projects (FIT, SPRONG and CONNECT) are
running and all other projects are divided among the three major projects. At the moment there is a
project portfolio manager in the organisation, it is desirable that he control the projects. When
project managers will fill in their periodic reports, they can be shared with the project portfolio
managers via the PMO. In this way the project managers do not have an extra task to do.
All respondents agree that the projects are mainly controlled on the financial status. Some
respondents indicate that there was a formal control process within SSC ICT. Because a lack of time
during the PAC meetings the progress report of projects is removed from the agenda.
PPM success
The information architect indicates that PPM would be a success within SSC ICT when SSC ICT is able
to make considered decisions on projects in relation with all other projects. This will lead to that SSC
ICT is able to link al projects to the business objectives. The manager business control indicates that
the current strategy is not completely successful, he sees improvements in the assessment of scope,
risk and interdependencies of projects. The information manager indicates that the greatest success
at this point is the growing attention of PPM at SSC ICT. Only one respondent (manager business
control) pointed out that organisation-wide PPM success is measured according to different maturity
levels. The audits are performed by the department corporate audit or by a self-assessment
performed by the department itself. The maturity level of the relevant department is measured by
taking into account seven components. These seven components are: organisational management;
organisation design; benefit management; financial management; stakeholder management; risk
management and resource management. Corporate audit indicates the phase one-four of each
component. Phase one indicates that the component is ad hoc integrated in the daily operations,
phase 4 means that the component is defined and controlled in the daily operations. The result from
the previous audit was reasonably well. On average, SSC ICT scored a three out of four. Only benefit
management and risk management should be improved directly. This result is remarkable because
the most respondents indicate that there is not even a clear definition of PPM or a structured PPM
process. One project manager states that it is important to arrange some aspects before PPM can be
successful in the organisation. In his opinion it is important to think of the organisation of
information. Also the maturity level differs among the different business units and parts of the
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organisation. The organisation must be stable and developed before PPM can be implemented
successfully.
Within NS there are maturity levels that indicate the overall success of PPM within a specific
department. These levels are assigned by the department Corporate Audit via audit and selfassessments. Only the manager business control referred to that system as an official measure of
PPM success within SSC ICT. Other respondents only indicated when they think PPM is successful in
their organisation. For example, that SSC ICT is able to make considered decision on projects in
relation to all other projects.
Conclusion
It can be concluded from the interviews at SSC ICT, that there is much diversity between the
respondents in the understanding and perception of PPM, in the first place on the definition and
objective of PPM within SSC ICT. Four of the seven respondents have no idea what the definition and
objective of PPM are within SSC ICT. This is remarkable, since every respondent is in involved with (a
part of) the PPM process during his daily activities. The manager business control and the
information manager were involved in the development and implementation of the current PPM
process. This explains why they were able to answer that question completely. Currently at SSC ICT
there is no structural PPM process, but there is a formal decision-making process during the PEC and
PAC meetings. From the interviews it appeared that a lot of improvements can be made in the
beginning of the PPM process with the selection of projects and the communication with other
business units. All respondents agreed that there is currently no formal governance structure related
to a PPM organisation. For them it was impossible to appoint one person that is responsible for PPM.
Some respondents argued that PAC takes the decisions, so that means that PAC and thus MT IT must
be responsible for PPM at SSC ICT. Except for one respondent, all other respondents agreed that the
appointment of a project portfolio manager or a project management organisation is valuable for SSC
ICT. The control of projects and the portfolio is mainly focussed on money, but the desire for the
future is to control project multiple times a year on scope, interdependency, time, money and
quality.

5.2 Results interviews at other organisations
This section presents the results of the interviews with the six other organisations. The results are
presented conform the topics in the questionnaire (Appendix 4) and on the structure of the literature
chapter. The list of respondents from the different organisations is provided in Appendix 3.
Background
The core activities of all the six organisations that participate in this questionnaire are related to the
government. The background of the organisations is presented in Table 1. The column entitled:
“amount of projects” reflects the amount of projects that the IT department have in progress during
a year.
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Table 1: Overview background of the six organisations.

Organisations
Prorail

Waterschap Vallei en
Eem

Connexxion
TNO

Waterschap
Rivierenland

Kadaster

Core business
Responsible for the
maintenance and
safety of the Dutch
railways
Maintenance and
water infrastructure
and guarantee of safe
drink water
Public transport and
taxi
Contribution to society
by applied scientific
research
Maintenance and
water infrastructure
and guarantee of safe
drink water
Records and provides
information about the
location of property

# projects
250

Funding
National government

85

National and local government

25

Commercial

30

Partly government, partly commercial
organisations

25-30

National and local government

25-30

National government and income via
notary

Definition and objective
This subsection discusses the results with regard to the definition and objective of PPM per
organisation.
Marion van Beek of Prorail states: “Prorail does not have a formal definition, the way I see it, PPM
consist of creating and managing the project calendar”. At Prorail the objective of PPM in the
organisation should be the achievement of its four strategic pillars by executing projects. “But in
practice the objective of PPM is more focused on controlling the daily operations and providing
transparency to the activities that are currently performed”, according to Marion van Beek.
Waterschap Vallei en Eem does not adopt a formal definition. Guido ten Kate says: “there is no
specific definition, we are approaching PPM very practically”. The formal objective of Waterschap
Vallei en Eem results from the current focus on the financial performance of the projects. Therefore
its main objective is to stay within budget. At this moment the organisation tries to improve the
resource planning with PPM in order to optimise the deployment of personnel.
Within Connexxion there is no formal PPM definition; the process and the knowledge of the process
among employees is perceived to be more important. Paul Schraa of Connexxion is very clear on the
main objective of PPM within Connexxion. “The main objective PPM at Connexxion is communication
besides achievement of overall business objectives”.
At TNO PPM is implemented throughout the whole organisation. The definition of PPM at TNO
includes all the activities that a project portfolio manager needs to perform in order to manage and
control the project portfolio. Therefore, Joram Nauta of TNO explains the objective of PPM as
follows: “to properly manage and control the operations and to ensure the connection between the
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inner and the outer-world, which means that what is sold and what is executed as project,
corresponds with the need for knowledge. And in addition, the amount of work must be sufficient for
the whole department”.
Within Waterschap Rivierenland there is no formal definition of PPM since the project management
methodology is drafted from the perspective of the project manager. The main objective of PPM, or
program management as it is called within Waterschap Rivierenland, is according to Bram van ‘t
Hullenaar: “alignment of the projects, especially in capacity planning, but also substantive alignment,
are we doing the right projects?”
Kadaster does not have a formally stated and approved definition of PPM in their daily operations.
However Peter Landman describes with many words what PPM is at Kadaster according to him.
Kadaster provides each year a long-term plan, which is finally approved by the Ministry. In this plan a
detailed budget for the coming year is provided. This budget is translated to a cost ceiling for each
department. PPM is the creation and maintenance of that list of projects that are under that cost
ceiling. Peter Landman declares that the main objective of PPM within Kadaster is: “to keep “the
project portfolio below the cost ceiling”.
It appears from these six external interviews that these organisations have a pragmatic approach of
PPM. This means they have knowledge on the theoretical side of PPM, but they apply what is suits
best at the operations of the organisations. Only one organisation, TNO, has a formalised definition
of PPM in the organisation. A reason for this can be that all activities of TNO are project-oriented. An
advantage of a clear definition is that all employees, throughout the whole organisation, have the
same understanding of PPM in the organisation. When an organisation does not have a formalised
and approved definition, there is a risk that employees have different vision on the term. However
organisations would like to work with a tool and not paying too much attention to boundary
conditions. All organisations have a clear vision on the objective of PPM for the organisation. It is
surprising that there is a large variation within the objectives of PPM within these organisations. This
means that organisations transform the literature into something that the organisation would like to
achieve and what they think is important, from staying within budget to achieving the four strategic
pillars within the organisation.
PPM process
Currently at Prorail there is no formal and structured PPM process, but there are strong desires on
how to change this for the future. Currently it is hard to provide a clear overview, since the current
process is so chaotic and unstructured. The IT department has a list with all projects. Everybody can
add projects to that list. There are no strict criteria for the submission on the list, neither on when a
project is accepted or not. Often people start with a project, and then the official persons hear from
it when something goes wrong. The desire is to structure the PPM process according to the method
of “Management of portfolios”. Prorail is a large organisation, with a large amount of projects, it is
expected that therefore PPM is structured, but it is not the case here.
Waterschap Vallei en Eem has a formal PPM process, which is presented in Figure 14
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Figure 14: Overview PPM process at Waterschap Vallei en Eem.

The process at Waterschap Vallei en Eem starts with so called information plan sessions with all
departments. During these sessions, desires and functional gaps are discussed with key persons, for
the upcoming year. These sessions are reported in an information plan. The manager of the relevant
department for approval signs that plan. From all information plans, projects are derived by the
information management department. These projects are listed in a project calendar. From the
budget round a budget is assigned to the information department. The project calendar and the
available financial resources are combined in a final project calendar. In this calendar a prioritisation
of the projects is made. This is sent to the MT and they have to approve it. According to the
organisation itself, the most important improvement for this process is the prioritisation of projects.
Currently the projects are prioritised by the information management department due to a shortage
of time. However, a desire for the future is to do this with all participants from the information plan
sessions. A second improvement is that project managers start earlier in the year with the
preparation of project proposals. This will lead to a better diffusion of work over the year. When
projects are started, the project managers have direct contact with the project leader of information
management on the progress of the project. The most important advantage for the department is
that this process leads to a clear planning for the IT department. This allows a division of the labour
hours from the employees among the different projects.
Connexxion also has a formal PPM process, presented in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Overview PPM process at Connexxion.

The information manager is a key person between the IT department and other department at
Connexxion, and therefore the information manager plays an important role in the PPM process. In
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meetings with departments and from direct questions from the business, desires and questions arise.
The formal customer is asked to write an initiative document (max 2 A4). The information manager
assesses this document. When it is a viable initiative, different meetings are planned and different
analyses are made in order to define a business case (still 2 A4). When all stakeholders accept this
business case, it is imported in an online portal. The business case is sent to the management team
of IT. They may not acquire formal approval but they have an advisory role. When this advice is
positive, the director IT presents the business case in the board meeting. The business case is not
approved in advance, usually one or more departments are asked to do a brief analysis. At the
moment when the board approves the business case, the status is changed from initiative towards
project in the portal. From that moment a formal project organisation is started. The information
managers have a meeting with the project managers to discuss the progress of the projects every
two weeks.
The information manager is positive towards the current process. According to him, the main
advantage of the current PPM process is clarity in the organisation of projects and in the
communication and escalation lines. This structured process of preparing a project also results in
more success, because many issues and problems are tackled in advance. The main improvement
that can be made is tightening the formal route in the initiation of the projects. It happens too often
that a person does not follow the formal route, which can influence the quality and therefore the
success of a project.
In comparison with the other organisation, TNO has a very extern-oriented PPM process. The formal
PPM process of TNO is presented in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Overview PPM process at TNO.

The Ministry of Economic Affairs funds only a small part of the activities of TNO, the other part of the
activities should be funded by own recruited activities and related funds. This means that project
portfolio managers have an active role in the acquisition of new projects. All projects for the coming
year are already planned in November of the previous year. The project portfolio manager and the
senior scientist develop a roadmap for the coming year. Important is the business potential of an
idea. Every project manager, which is appointed by a project portfolio manager, has to submit a
project plan in order to get an acquisition number (informal approval). The financial calculations are
very important; the main objective is to stay within budget. It is impossible to place a new project on
the roadmap during the year, because all resources are allocated in the organisation at the beginning
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of the year. In addition, project portfolio managers like to provide secure efficient work for their staff
members. At the moment that the projects are scheduled for the coming year, project managers and
other employees of a project are appointed. During the year, the project portfolio manager manages
his portfolio and tries to identify new opportunities in the market. During the year, the project
portfolio manager monitors the performance of projects by six weekly meetings. One of the
advantages of this structured process is a well-kept administration, a direct and clear overview of the
current state of projects and the portfolio.
There is not a much defined PPM process at Waterschap Rivierenland, but there are some activities
that can be related to the PPM process. These activities are presented in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Overview PPM related activities at Waterschap Rivierenland.

The IT department has a fixed stock of projects, which is created historically. In fact, everyone within
the organisation can have an idea for a project. When that idea seems reasonable, a project brief is
written in a fixed format. Through the I-Raad, this project letter is send to the board of directors.
When the project brief is approved, the program manager starts to plan the project. At which year
can the project start and how it fits in the planning of the resources. The program manager assigns a
client and a project manager, who start to develop a project plan. From there the project can start
and the program manager starts to track and review the current projects. It appeared from the
interview that an important improvement can be made in the evaluation of finished projects. When a
project is finished only finance and objectives are evaluated. The respondent would like to see what
the realisation of all benefits is after a couple of months after the closure of a project. Another
improvement that can be made is in the communication in the first phase of a project idea. Clients
can come from anywhere in the organisation, a problem here is that problems and desires are not
specified completely. This can result in a delivered project that does not fully meet the needs and
requirements.
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The PPM process of Kadaster is explained in Figure 18.

Figure 18: Overview PPM process at Kadaster.

Kadaster has a management board, which contains five directors. The director IT is responsible for
the IT department and all related IT activities within Kadaster. At the end of each year the budget or
the cost ceiling for the coming year per director is known. This budget is completely used for
projects. This budget is filled with the currently running project. The government gives orders or
Kadaster must comply with legislation, these are so-called adoptive projects. These projects are also
put on the list, when there is financial space left other projects can be planned. For this free space a
“groslijst” is provided with indicative projects ranked on priorities. For these projects a procedure is
started. First an outline business case is made. The portfolio board decides whether these project
ideas are viable. When the board approves the ideas, a detailed business case is made. From the
moment that the detailed business case is approved, a project manager is assigned and the project is
monitored via the portfolio board. Within Kadaster there is a possibility that for example a large
change process is started that consists of several smaller projects, which is called a program. A
program manager manages this program. However these projects follow the same route as
independent projects. The PPM process at Kadaster is very financially driven by using the cost
ceilings, which has advantages and disadvantages. The advantage is that only the projects with a high
priority are selected and executed. A disadvantage is that certain issues within a project are not done
to cut costs, while these issues are actually needed in the organisation.
Connexxion and TNO have the most structured PPM process, Waterschap Vallei en Eem, Waterschap
Rivierenland and Kadaster have a reasonable structured PPM process but they have control on the
current situation with regard to projects. At Prorail there is no structured PPM process. Besides the
differences in the structure of the PPM process, here is a large difference in the amount of projects
that are performed annually. At Prorail 250 projects are performed each year, at Waterschap Vallei
en Eem 85, at Connexxion 25 projects are performed annually, at TNO 30 and at Waterschap
Rivierenland 25 projects. All these projects differ in size and impact on the organisation. It can be
expected from an organisation like Prorail, which performs many projects, that there is a lot of
structure. On the other side a smaller amount of projects is easier to manage by one person. That
person can control the portfolio as one of the tasks besides the other daily activities. It seems that
the size of the organisation and the amount of projects does not influence the extent to which the
process is structured.
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Governance
Within Prorail there is a project portfolio manager, but around him there is no PPM organisation
arranged. The project portfolio manager at Prorail has no mandate on the decisions of the project
portfolio. There are some other functions that are typical for an PPM organisation, for example a
PMO and a portfolio analyst. These are hierarchically scheduled below the PM department of the IT
department. Currently the responsibilities are not clear and strictly defined. That explains why there
is so much indistinctness and chaos in the PPM organisation.
The governance structure with regard to PPM is clearer within Waterschap Vallei en Eem, but there
are no formal PPM functions. Within the water authority a distinction is made between the business
and the project organisation. Below the business manager is a management layer that meets in
special meetings (“breed management overleg”). In those meetings most decisions are made, also
with regard to projects. The business director and that special meeting determine how much budget
is released for the various departments in the organisation. The budget for the project calendar is
assigned to the department information management, that department and especially the project
leader information management, is responsible for PPM. Head of the department information
management is budget holder and the project leader information management reports directly
towards him on the status of the different departments.
Within the IT department of Connexxion, the information manager is responsible for PPM. He reports
directly towards the director IT. Below the information manager, there are different project
managers that report directly towards the information manager during two weekly meetings and the
portal. Each project manager has his own project organisation. Other important functions in the PPM
organisation are analyst and architect. Connexxion has the lowest amount of projects a year. That
may explain the structured process and that one person is concerned with all tasks that are related
to PPM. A small number of projects is manageable and controllable by one person.
TNO has a very clear governance structure with regard to PPM, which is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Organisational
respondent at TNO.

chart governance

PPM within the

department of

the
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TNO is divided into seven expertise areas. The respondent is employed at the department Built
environment. This department serves as example and therefore Figure 19 presents the
organisational structure with regard to PPM within this department. The director of built
environment is responsible for the department and manages two innovation areas: dynamic urban
areas and sustainable building and infrastructure. Each innovation area has a director that has to
report to the director of built environment. The business line managers are directly below the
directors of the innovation area. Below the business line manager there is at least one portfolio
manager, which depends on the innovation area. The portfolio manager reports to the business line
manager and manages a group of project managers and employees that work in a project. The
project portfolio manager is responsible for the quality of the projects towards the clients. The
project managers have the lowest position in the PPM organisation. They are responsible for
individual project progress and results. The project managers manage their project team. This strict
structure results in a strong counter power in the organisation. This is necessary because TNO has
great scientist thrilled to find out everything to the deepest levels. That content is incredibly
fascinating, but it is not practical when TNO would like to perform projects within time and budget.
The responsibilities related with PPM are clearly divided within Waterschap Rivierenland. From topdown in the organisation the most important bodies are the board of directors and the I-Raad. All
project proposals and current projects are combined in the I-Raad. The I-Raad has a fixed
composition and consists of one of the three directors, the program manager clients, head of
departments, a technical specialist and one single team leader. The I-Raad represents the overall
interest of the organisation, prioritises projects and approves project proposals. Formally, the I-Raad
advises the board of directors on projects. The final decision is made by the board of directors. It
appears from practice that the advice of the I-Raad is always accepted. This is not surprising since
one of the three directors is president of the I-Raad. Unfortunately, not all projects are covered in the
I-Raad, which has an impact on the IT landscape and the planning of resources. Currently there is no
solution for this issue. All large IT projects and other business operation projects are combined into a
program. Every two months, the program manager requests each project manager to report the
progress of the project and issues that come up in the project.
At Kadaster there is strong governance in the PPM organisation. However, these governance bodies
are roles of employees instead of distinct functions. Within Kadaster a project manager is responsible
for the management and the performance of an individual project. When a project does not belong
to a program, the project belongs to the project portfolio of the department where it is performed. A
project portfolio board manages the portfolio. Each month the portfolio board has a meeting chaired
by the director. In this meeting the progress and finance of the projects are discussed. This board
advices the director. The director takes the decision with regard to the projects in the portfolio and
informs the management board on the performance of his portfolio. Besides project portfolio board
is a Kadaster broad portfolio body. This body oversees the total of all project portfolios in the
organisation; in addition the performance of the total of projects is monitored.
There is a lot of variation in PPM organisation at the different organisation. PPM can be seen as a
function or tasks in the organisations. At Prorail a project portfolio manager is assigned in the
organisation, but that person does not have any responsibility or say in the IT projects. At
Waterschap Vallei en Eem, Connexxion and Waterschap Rivierenland, an information manager or a
policy advisor has an important role in the PPM organisation. It is one of the tasks that they have to
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do, but there is not a separate function in the organisation. At Kadaster there are employees that
have the role of project portfolio manager or program manager with the associated tasks and
responsibilities. It appears form the interviews that there are two possibilities in the governance of
PPM organisation in practice. The first possibility is the assignment of a project portfolio manager or
a program manager (in practice an information manager functions often as a project portfolio
manager). This can be as a role of as a function of an employee. The second possibility is a board that
is responsible for the performance of the project portfolio. In this case, project portfolio
management is a task of another employee in a different function.
Control
It can be concluded from the interviews at the six organisations that control on projects, and
therefore on the project portfolio, is mostly based on money. The second and the third important
element, where portfolios are controlled on, are time and quality. At Connexxion more elements are
included, for example the measures that are taken to reduce the aforementioned risks and clients
are contacted to ask their opinion on the progress of a project. TNO has a slightly different PPM
organisation than the other organisations in this gap-analysis. This means that portfolio control is
broader than controlling projects and the portfolios merely on the criteria time, quality and money.
Other elements as for example the new order intake to guarantee the continuity of the portfolio is
important. The customer satisfaction rate is also very important, how satisfied are they with the
outcomes of the research? To control the projects once in the six weeks a project performance
meeting is scheduled with the project portfolio manager and the project managers. In this meeting
the progress of the projects is discussed. Important elements here are: time, money and quality in
the sense of customer satisfaction. The most important knowledge projects are discussed in a midterm review. In these projects knowledge money is invested; TNO would like to be sure that these
projects are a good investment. In these meetings external parties are invited, they can indicate
whether the provisional results are desirable and in line with expectations.
The control process at Waterschap Rivierenland is two-sided, every two weeks the program manager
requests the status of the current projects. He provides a summary to the I-Raad. The main focus of
the reports is on finance. In addition to the finance, the management aspects of the proposed IT
solution of a project are important. In the I-Raad the progress is discussed and related decisions are
made. It is no surprise that the PPM process at Kadaster is very financial driven. However, in the
monthly meetings of the portfolio board more control elements of the project portfolio are
discussed. For example the performance, the functionality and when the results of the projects will
be implemented in the organisation. Another important topic that is discussed is a risk analysis and
what is being done to mitigate the risks.
It appears from practice that projects are mostly controlled on the criteria time, quality and money,
whereby money is by far the most important criterion. Controlling projects on money only may have
to do with the economic situation of this moment and the fact that five of the six organisations are
operating in the semi-public sector. It is well known that governmental organisation should
significantly cut their costs.
PPM success
It appeared from the interviews with the six organisations that none of the organisations have
formalised standards or concrete measures to indicate PPM success. However, most organisations
can define whether PPM is successful or not in their organisation. In Waterschap Vallei en Eem for
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example, the percentage of accomplished projects in a year is measured and in TNO the informal
criterion is the time spent on a portfolio by the project portfolio manager. When the portfolio
manager and the portfolio perform well, he needs less time to manage the portfolio and the other
way around. Besides, then a successful portfolio provides no hassles for the business line manager.
From the interviews can be concluded that none of the organisations have standards to indicate the
level of PPM success.
Conclusion
Table 2 provides a summary of the results of the interviews at the six organisations, performed at the
six organisations. Per item a summary is provided to give a short overview of the results. It can be
concluded from the interviews with the six organisations and the section above, that there is not a
single way in how PPM is implemented in organisation in the semi-public sector. It appeared from
practices that the literature is not leading. Organisations design and shape PPM that it fits the daily
operations and the governance structure of the organisation. In five of the six organisations there is
no formalised and approved definition of PPM. These organisations have a very pragmatic approach
of PPM. Only at TNO there is a standardised definition in use, which can be explained by that TNO is a
project oriented organisation. Working in projects is their core business and the majority of the
employees is well informed on all practices related to PPM. Despite the low number of organisations
deploying a PPM-definition, all organisations have a clear objective of PPM in the organisation. The
objectives differ among the six organisations. While one organisation indicates to achieve business
objectives with PPM, two other organisations indicate the objective to stay within budget with help
of PPM. The PPM processes vary slightly, but the main point in all six organisations is that the process
starts with ideas for projects, it continues with the preparation of a project proposal and, next the
approval or rejection of it. The process ends with an evaluation. Two possibilities are recognised in
the practice of the governance of PPM at the six organisations. The first possibility is the assignment
of a project portfolio manager or a program manager. In two of the six organisations, an information
manager functions as a project portfolio manager to a project portfolio. This can be in a role of in a
function of an employee. The second possibility is to have a board responsible for the execution and
performance of the project portfolio, which is present in three of the six organisations. In this case
project portfolio management is part of the job responsibilities of an employee that has a wider
function. However, it appears from the interviews that these positions are often performed as a role
instead of a function (Waterschap Vallei en Eem, Connexxion and Kadaster). Projects are mainly
controlled on the criteria time, quality and money, whereby money is by far the most important
criterion. Controlling projects in particular money may have to do with the economic situation of this
moment and the fact that five of the six organisations are operating in the semi-public sector. It is
well known that (semi-) public organisations should significantly cut their costs. None of the
organisation has defined measures for PPM success.
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Table 2: Summary results interviews at the six other organisations.

Organisation

PPM definition/Objective

PPM Process

Governance

Prorail

No formal definition / controlling
the daily operations and providing
transparency to the activities that
are currently performed.
No formal definition / Stay within
budget.

No structured process.

Unclear, related functions Time and money.
are present, but these
persons have no mandate.

Waterschap
Vallei en Eem

Connexxion

No formal definition /
Communication besides
achievement of overall business
objectives.

TNO

All activities that a project portfolio
manager needs to perform in order
to manage and control the project
portfolio / proper manage and
control the operations and to
ensure the connection between the
inner and outer-world, which means
that what is sold and what is
executed as proposition,
corresponds with the need for

Structure.

Main responsible IT
director and his board,
than the information
managers and the project
managers.
Information manager indicates Main responsible: board
need for projects. Project
of directs than
plans are written, sometimes
information manager
additional analysis is made.
supported by analyst and
Approval of information
architect and finally the
manager and the plan
project managers.
becomes a business case.
Approval business cases by
MT IT. Project is started and
monitored by information
manager
Development roadmap that
Main responsible is the
suggest projects.
business line manager,
Development project plans.
than the portfolio
Discussion and approval
manager who has the
project plans leads to final
project managers below
roadmap. Allocation project
him.
organisation and the current
projects are monitored.

Control

PPM Success
No

Money.

PPM success is
measured by the %
of completed
projects per year.

Money, quality and
measures to prevent
aforementioned risks.

No

Time, money, quality
customer satisfaction
and new order intake.

Time spent to the
portfolio by the
project portfolio
manager is an
informal measure
for success.
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Waterschap
Rivierenland

Kadaster

knowledge.
No formal definition / alignment of
the projects, especially in capacity
planning, but also substantive
alignment, are we doing the right
projects?

Fixed stock of projects,
projects start with the
approval of the project brief
by program manager. Than
the project brief is discussed
and approved in the I-Raad. A
project organisation is
assigned and the program
manager tracks and reviews
the performance
No formal definition / to keep the Cost ceiling is first filled with
project portfolio within the cost current and adaptive projects.
ceiling”.
Then the ceiling is further
filled with projects ranked on
the “Gross list”. Projects are
placed on the list via outline
and detailed business cases. A
project organisation is
assigned and current projects
are tracked and reviewed by
the portfolio board.

Main responsible. Board
of directors and the IRaad, than the
information manager and
the project managers.

Time, money and
quality.

No

Main responsible are the
board of directors. Than
the portfolio board, a part
of the portfolio board is
the program board. The
program and project
portfolio managers have
the project managers
below them.

Money, risk mitigation.

No
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6. Analysis
In this chapter the results from the literature study are related to the results of the gap-analysis. This
chapter is structured according to the topics in the literature and the results of the gap-analysis. First,
the definition and objectives of PPM are discussed. Second, the PPM process according to the
literature is compared with the practices of the PPM process at SSC ICT and the other six
organisations. Third, the governance of PPM is discussed. Fourth, the elements of PPM-control are
discussed. Fifth and final, it is discussed whether the organisations think PPM is successful in their
organisation or not,, and this is compared to the literature. The results and the conclusion of this
chapter will be discussed in section 6.1, when SRQ4 is answered.
Definition and objective
The literature is very clear on the definition of PPM (Section 2.1), since there is little variation and
development in the definition over time. PPM is defined as: the governance and control of multiple
projects pursuing the same strategic goals and competing for the same resources, whereby managers
prioritise among projects to achieve strategic benefits (Cooper et al., 1997). Within SSC ICT the
majority of the respondents could not provide a definition of PPM that is used within SSC ICT. The
respondents that could provide a definition agreed that PPM is a tool to manage the coherency of
and interdependencies between projects. This is a very narrow definition, which focuses on the
interrelationships between projects only, and not on the relationship between projects and strategic
objectives. The results at SSC ICT do not differ from the results of the interviews at the other
organisations. Only TNO indicates that within their organisation there is a fixed definition of PPM.
This can indicate that the five other organisations have an pragmatic approach on how they use PPM
in their daily operations and what advantage PPM has for the organisation. This means that the
organisations are aware of the literature. However they are not translating literature directly to
practice, but make some adjustments that results that PPM suits the daily operations.
According to literature there are seven objectives of PPM for an organisation (Section 2.1). The
objectives of adopting and implementing PPM in an organisation are: achieve strategic business
objectives; minimise the risks and maximise the NPV of projects; maximise the value of the portfolio;
focus of decision-making on both short-term and long-term objectives; optimise the use of resources
and select, evaluate and prioritise projects in order to select the right projects. Table 3 provides an
overview which objectives are mentioned and how often these objectives are mentioned with SSC
ICT and the six other organisations.
Table 3: Overview which objectives of PPM are mentioned and how often these are
mentioned at SSC ICT and the six other organisations.

Objective
Controlling daily operations
Stay within budget
Improve communication
Achievement of business objectives
Alignment of projects
Fill department plan
None
Ensure added value business

How often mentioned
at SSC ICT

ll
l
l
ll
l

How often mentioned at the
6 other organisations
ll
ll
l
ll
l
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It appeared from Table 3 that there is variation in the objectives that are mentioned by SSC ICT and
the other organisations compared with literature. Only the first objective from literature, the
achievement of business objectives, is mentioned by SSC ICT and two of the six other organisations.
The alignment of projects is mentioned by SSC ICT and one of the six other organisations. All other
objectives are mentioned by SSC ICT, are not mentioned by at least one of the six organisations and
vice versa. From these results it can be concluded that the objectives from literature are not used in
practice, since only one of the seven objectives from literature is mentioned in practice. The
objectives that are mentioned by the six other organisations are very focused on control of the
business operations. For example to control the daily operations in order to stay within budget. This
can be the result of the strict budget and strict focus on the performance at processes within semipublic organisations.
PPM process
Section 2.1.1 describes a structured PPM process according the literature, consisting of four
consecutive steps that include ten activities. The process starts in preparation of a new fiscal year,
with an inventory of all project ideas and projects that are necessary to guarantee the continuity of
the operations in the organisation. From the current projects a progress report is requested.
Potential project managers are writing project proposals for the most relevant ideas. These proposals
are analysed. How and by who depends on how the PPM organisation is structured. During the
analysis decisions are made on which projects should start and finally, the discussion results in a
project planning. When the projects are started, the project portfolio manager tracks and reviews
the performance of the projects. Table 4 provides an overview of the presence of the four PPM
process steps at SSC ICT and the other six participating organisations.
Table 4: Overview presence PPM process at SSC and the six participating organisations.

SSC
ICT
Inventory
Analysis
Allocate
Track and
Review

Prorail










Waterschap
Vallei en Eem





Connexion





TNO





Waterschap
Rivierenland





Kadaster





Table 4 indicates that at Prorail there is no PPM process. According to the interview it can be
concluded that there is no formal PPM in the organisation. For this reason Prorail is sometimes
excluded in analysis and conclusion. According to the respondents of SSC ICT there is no formal and
structured PPM process, they even describe the current PPM process as ad hoc. However in the
current operations there are some activities that cover formal steps from the PPM process. Most
respondents can describe the decision-making process with the meetings of the project evaluation
committee (PEC) and the project approval committee (PAC). In the PEC meetings the project
proposals are substantively discussed and in the PAC meetings project proposals are approved or
denied and the progress of the projects are discussed. Therefore the PEC and PAC meetings cover the
PPM process the steps analysis, allocate and partly the last step track and review (Table 3). However,
still at SSC ICT there is a lack of formalised activities related with the collection and preparation of
project proposals and formalised activities relating to the management and track and review of a
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portfolio. The respondents from the organisations provide during the interviews a detailed overview
from the PPM process at their organisation (Figure 14 to 18 and Table 3). The first remarkable result
is that at Prorail none of the four consecutive steps of the PPM process from literature is present in
the organisation. In addition, all the PPM processes at the other organisations are different than the
PPM process derived from literature. Each organisation has designed its own PPM process, including
different activities. Generally the process starts with the inventory of project ideas. The organisations
indicate that this first step of the PPM process is very important in obtaining overview of the
upcoming and current projects. This is a basis for the next steps in the process. The collection of
project ideas is followed by writing and approving the submitted proposal. When the resources are
assigned and the projects are started, the progress is monitored and controlled by a governor or
governing body. Often when projects are finished, an evaluation takes place. The governor or
governing body shares the useful information for new projects. This supports the fact that the
organisations would like to design a PPM process that is suitable for the organisation and the specific
PPM process results in the achievement of organisational specific objectives.
Governance
In the literature governance (Section 2.1.2) of PPM is described as a set of formal principles,
structures and processes for the undertaking and management of projects, applicable in the context
of individual projects, programs or portfolios of projects, which: (1) appoints a governor (or
governing body) for a project or portfolio of projects; (2) defines and regulates roles, accountabilities
and decision making and (3) coordinates project relationships, planning and control (Hazard and
Crawford, 2004). The literature provides a clear overview on how an organisation can organise the
governance structure of PPM (Figure 4). In general the IT department is managed by an CIO, who also
seats in the board of directors. On management layer below the CIO, an organisation can appoint a
project portfolio manager or a PPMO. This is preferred because it makes clear who can be contacted
and who is responsible for PPM. Below the project portfolio manager, the project managers and
department managers are on equal level. This structure leads to a strict distribution of
responsibilities and tasks.
It appeared from the interviews at SSC ICT, that there is no strict PPM organisation; this means that
there is no governor. In the current organisation MT IT, the same persons that are participating in
PAC, are held responsible for the current PPM process and performance. One respondent indicates
that PPM is located at the information management department, but nobody from that department
is participating actively in the PPM process. This results in a lack of clarity where nobody within SSC
ICT takes responsibility of PPM, for example in the quarterly reports on the status of projects. The
quarterly reports om the project status only happened once rot wince since the implementation of
PPM three years ago and from then on the progress of projects on more than the financial status is
not discussed in PAC. It appeared from practice that there are two distinct visions in the governance
of PPM. the first vision is the assignment of a project portfolio manager and the section vision is the
assignment of a coordinating board, consisting of several persons from the department. There are
two possibilities in the assignments of these positions, the first options is by assigning a role to a
person and the second option is to assign a function to a person. When, for example, project
portfolio manager becomes a role for a person, this means that he is for example an information
manager and one of his responsibilities is PPM of the IT department. When a function is assigned to a
person, this person becomes a full-time project portfolio manager. However, clear governance does
not guarantee a standard location of the decision-making and a standard location of the
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responsibilities with regard to PPM. At Waterschap Vallei en Rijn, the information manager is directly
responsible for PPM at the IT department, however the department manager makes the decisions. At
TNO project portfolio manager is responsible for PPM and is able to make the decisions related to
PPM. At Waterschap Rivierenland the I-Raad is responsible for and makes the decisions with regard
to PPM. Kadaster. The portfolio board advices the board of directors, who are making the decisions.
But the portfolio board is responsible for the performance pf PPM at the IT department of Kadaster.
The size of the organisation influences the manner in which the governance of PPM is structured at
an organisation. Prorail is an exception to rule. The larger an organisation is, the more projects are
performed per year (more than 50 projects continuously). This results a more formal organisation of
the responsibilities and tasks. For example Kadaster and TNO are two examples of a middle and large
organisation. These organisations have the most formalised governance structure of PPM. In the
smaller organisations, PPM related functions are performed as a role instead of a function or position
in the organisation, since it is too expensive to have a single portfolio manager. These structured
governance is the opposite of SSC ICT, which does not have a formal governor.
Control
Management control can be divided into behavioural control and output control (Section 2.1.3). In
the two leading methods of PPM control, these two are mixed. The first PPM control method
contains a multidimensional framework, which includes three dimensions: effectiveness of
management process, portfolio success and portfolio related corporate success. The vision of the
second method is that portfolio success can be obtained by controlling the selection of the portfolio,
the reporting of the portfolio and the decision-making style.
The respondents from SSC ICT indicate that currently there is hardly any control process. About a
year ago some plans for the controlling of projects was designed. The control elements here are
time, money, quality and scope. The project managers were asked to fill this in, and the results had
to be discussed in PAC. In the end the project managers had to fill in these reports twice and after
that there was no attention for various reasons for the reports from the organisation. At this
moment projects are controlled on basis of the financial status and a little bit on time. There is a
desire from the organisation to improve this process, for example to report and track on more
benefits.
It appeared from the interviews at the six other organisations that there is not much variation in the
control elements of PPM and that these control elements differ from the control elements derived
from the literature on PPM. The six organisations are controlling their portfolio mainly on the
elements: time, money and quality. Other control elements that are used in practice are mitigation of
risk and customer satisfaction. The three control elements time, money and quality, are the control
elements that are used in PM to control projects (section 2.2). However the focus on money can be
explained because most of the organisations are funded with public money. Since the economy
recession, there is a lot of pressure on organisations in the (semi-) public sector. The responsibilities
of these organisations grow, but there is an decrease in the budgets.
PPM success
The literature describes a 5 level maturity model for PPM (Section 2.1.4). When an organisation
completes all five levels, PPM becomes a core competency. Within SSC ICT there is no standard to
measure PPM success. There are respondents that have an opinion on PPM success. One respondent
stated that in his opinion PPM is a success when SSC ICT is capable of making considered decisions on
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project in relation with all other projects). Another respondent sees the increased attention for PPM
as success. Only one respondent indicates that the corporate audit department gives its opinion on
the current PPM process at SSC ICT, and other business units, by performing an assessment. The
result of the previous assessment was reasonably well. On average SSC ICT scored a three out of four
on seven elements. But when corporate audit performs a new audit, the expectation is that the
result is much lower, caused by three large projects SSC ICT had to perform because of the
reorganisation. The representation of the results of the corporate audit on PPM is comparable with a
five level maturity model of PPM. The system of corporate audit assigns a score towards multiple
elements, whereas the five level model assigns a level based on the activities in the current PPM
process at an organisation. None of the other organisations that participated in the interviews
indicates that they have a measure for PPM success. Some respondents indicated when, in their
opinion, PPM is successful in the organisation. It can be concluded that organisations are not
interested in the level and the performance of PPM in their organisation. As long as they have no
complaints from the organisation, the indication is that the current system works properly.
Summary
It can be concluded from this chapter that there are a lot of differences on the characteristic of PPM,
derived from the literature, between the literature and practice. In addition there are also a
differences between SSC ICT and Prorail and the other organisations.
In literature the definition of PPM is well known and broadly accepted. In practice it appeared that
TNO is the only organisation that has a formal and approved definition of PPM in their organisation.
From literature in total seven objectives of PPM can be derived. In practices there different
objectives are used. There are even differences between SSC ICT and the six other organisations
(Table 3), only the objective of achieving business objectives of the organisation are mentioned at
SSC ICT and two other organisations. The other objectives are mentioned only at SSC ICT or at least
one organisation. At SSC ICT it appears that there are different viewpoints on the definition and
objective of PPM. This means that the mind-set of the employees should be harmonised, in order
that all employees have the same vision on the definition and objectives of PPM. The differences in
the objectives can be explained by that each organisation has its own vision to what PPM should
result in the organisation.
The literature provides a clear PPM process with four consecutive steps. At SSC ICT and Prorail there
is no clear PPM process in the organisations. The five other organisations have a clear PPM process.
However at Waterschap Vallei en Eem en Waterschap Rivierenland not all four steps are integrated
in the process. At Connexxion, TNO and Kadaster all four steps are integrated in their PPM process.
All organisations have designed their own PPM process, which follow the most important lines from
the literature, but it suits their daily operations.
On the governance, literature provides a clear organisational matrix with a clear division of functions.
In practice there are two visions on the governance of PPM. The first vision is the assignment of a
project portfolio manager and the second vision is the assignment of a coordinating board, consisting
of several persons from the department. The assignment of these positions can be done by the
assignment of a role of a function to a person. When, for example, project portfolio manager
becomes a role for a person, this means that he has also other tasks related with different topics.
When a function is assigned to a person, this person becomes a full-time project portfolio manager.
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It can be concluded from the interviews that there is a difference between the literature on control
of PPM and the practice on control of PPM. The control elements that are mentioned in the
literature of PPM are not recognised in practice at SSC ICT and at the six other organisations. It turns
out to be that the control elements of PM; money, time and quality are not only used to control the
projects but also used to control the portfolio.
The literature provides a five level maturity model that indicates the success of PPM in an
organisation. At SSC ICT only one respondent indicated that their cooperate audit department uses
an own maturity level model. However this is not widely known in the organisation. It can be
concluded from the interviews that this model or other models are not used in practice to indicate
PPM success.
Conclusion
It can be concluded from the different interviews at SSC ICT and the other organisations that there is
a gap between the practice of PPM at SSC ICT and five other organisations. Prorail is excluded here,
because it appeared from practice that there is no PPM in the organisation of Prorail. In the current
situation at NS there is a lack of clarity of the definition and objectives of PPM. At the five other
organisations there is only one origination that has defined a formal definition, however all
organisations have clear objectives that are known by the employees. The five organisations have a
structured PPM process, there are differences in the composition of the process. All five
organisations indicate that strict governance is important, all organisations have designed their own
governance structure. At SSC ICT there is no strict process, only two meetings PEC and PAC and there
is no formal governor. There is hardly any difference between the control elements of the project
portfolio at SSC ICT and the other organisations. Time, money and quality are the most important
aspects to control a project portfolio, according to practice.
It can be concluded from the analysis and this research, that there is a difference between literature
and practice. In literature clear models and pictures are provided on how an organisation can design
and implement PPM in the organisation. However, according to the interviews at Connexxion,
Waterschap Vallei en Eem, TNO, Waterschap Rivierenland and Kadaster, it seems that organisations
start with the theory but adopt PPM in order that it fits their operations. The big differences between
literature and practice are: only TNO has adopted a formal definition of PPM. It seems that it is not
important in practice to formalise and adopt a definition. The objectives of PPM in the five
organisations differ from literature, whereby staying within budget is one of the most important
objectives. The PPM process in the organisations is different than presented in the literature.
However in most organisations the four steps are present. The literature provides an overview of an
PPM organisation with one project portfolio manager. Practice shows that there are two possibilities.
The first possibility is that one person, a project portfolio manager, is responsible for PPM and that
he takes the decision. The second possibility is that a board is responsible for PPM. The largest
difference is in the characteristics of PPM control. The literature describes different elements where
PPM control can be based on. However, it can be concluded from the interviews that the
organisations use the control elements of PM to control their portfolio. None of the organisations
use a measure of PPM success like the five maturity levels.
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7. Conclusion and discussion
In this final chapter the research questions (Section 1.4) are answered and a discussion towards the
research is made. The first section answers first the SRQ are answered in order to answer the GRQ. In
the second chapter a discussion is made on the results of the research and on the methods of
execution of this research. This explicitly results in some recommendations for further research.

7.1 Conclusion
In this section, first the sub research questions are answered separately and finally the central
research question is answered.
SRQ1: Based on a systematic review of literature what are characteristics of governance and
control of PPM?
PPM is developed to manage a portfolio of projects systematically and continuously and is defined
as: the governance and control of multiple projects pursuing the same strategic goals and competing
for the same resources, whereby managers prioritise among projects to achieve the strategic
benefits. The seven objectives for an organisation are: achieving the strategic business objectives;
maximising portfolio value; minimising risk and maximising NPV of the projects; allocating resources
efficient; focusing on long-term decisions as well and selecting the right projects. The PPM process
consists of the consecutive steps: inventory; analyse; allocate and track & review. These four steps
include a variety of activities which are performed by the three important stakeholders of the PPM
process: the relevant department, project portfolio manager and the project managers. Examples of
activities are: the submission and assessment of project proposals and the selection and monitoring
of projects, programs and portfolios.
The governance (Section 2.1.2) of PPM includes a set of formal principles, structures and processes
for the undertaking and management of projects in which a governor is appointed, roles,
accountabilities and decision making is defined, and planning and control is coordinated. The project
portfolio manager can be seen as the governor and is responsible for the performance of the
portfolio and reports directly towards a representative of the management team. A PPMO is a
governing body, which has the same position and role in an organisation as a project portfolio
manager but it is an organisational unit instead of one person. The tasks of the project portfolio
manager or PPMO can be divided into four categories, and which include several subtasks (Table 5).
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Table 5: List of tasks and subtasks of the project portfolio manager or PPMO.

Task
1. Portfolio structuring

2. Resource management

3. Portfolio steering

4. Organisational learning

Subtasks
- Strategic portfolio planning
- Definition of the long term target portfolio
- Evaluation project proposals
- Deliberate selection of project
- Cross project resource planning
- Formal resource approval
- Conflict management
- Resource re-allocation
- Monitoring the strategic alignment in the portfolio
- Identifying synergies between projects
- Coordination of projects across business lines
- Evaluation of project results
- Post project reviews
- Store and maintain relevant knowledge after project
closure
- Utilisation of lessons learnt from earlier projects

Control in the PPM process determines how the instruments of PPM are implemented and used in
practice, and includes metrics of relevant portfolio aspects to support and justify management
decision about the portfolio. From the literature on control of PPM it can be concluded that there are
two options for an organisation to control its PPM process. The first option is a multidimensional
framework consisting of three dimensions: effectiveness of the management process, portfolio
success and portfolio related corporate success. These dimensions are composed of different
metrics. The leading vision in the second option is that portfolio success is obtained by portfolio
control. In this three factors play a major role: portfolio selection, portfolio reporting and the
portfolio decision-making style. Three factors are also composed of different components. Those two
options and its related elements can be divided into behavioural and output control.
PPM success can be defined according to the maturity level model. According to the maturity level
model, an organisation can grow during the time from level one to level five by continuously
expanding the PPM process. In this way PPM becomes a core competency.
The five characteristics of PPM based on the literature research are:






Definition and objective of PPM;
PPM process;
Governance of PPM;
Control of PPM;
PPM success.

These five characteristics are used as input for the empirical research.
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SRQ2: Based on a systematic review of literature what are characteristics of IT PM that are related
to governance and control of PPM?
PM is the total of instruments and techniques used to guide projects during its life cycles. Applying
good project management discipline is a possibility to reduce the risks in executing projects. The
process of PM is primarily focused on doing projects right (Section 2.2). PPM takes a broader view
and includes the performance of a group of projects, a project portfolio. The results of the literature
study on PM are not relevant for the empirical part because the focus is on the governance and
control of the whole PPM process. However, the literature on the project manager is relevant for the
governance of PPM, since the project manager is an important stakeholder in the PPM process. The
project manager is responsible for the performance of the project and reports directly towards the
project portfolio manager. The project manager has a variety of tasks, which include: preparation of
project proposals; selection of a project team; coordination of the project team; informing
stakeholders; achieving planned project results; reporting on project results and evaluating the
project The project team consists of people with different areas expertise, who actually carry out the
project. A project manager can control the PM process by using five parameters: time, money,
quality, organisation and information.
It appeared in this research that only the characteristic PM control and it underlying elements are
relevant for this research, since these elements are used to control the project portfolio.
SRQ3: Based on a problem analysis at SSC ICT, what are other reasons behind the problems with
regard to governance and control of PPM?
In the current situation there is a PPM process (Section 3.2), in which many stakeholders from SSC
ICT and NS participate. In this process, two meetings are very important, the PEC and PAC meetings.
In these meetings many activities related to PPM are performed. In this PPM process there is nobody
directly responsible for the performance of PPM. There is no governor or governing body, which
means that there is no formal PPM function within SSC ICT or NS. The control of PPM is not
formalised within NS. The control of budget and output is performed in the PAC meeting and in a
meeting with the steering committee. From the moment when a project is finished nobody in the
organisation is measuring the results obtained after the closure of a project. SSC ICT is not an
exception; within NS there is no department or business unit that has a formal PPM function. This
also holds for projects that are not IT related. From the meetings with employees (Appendix 1), it
appears that SSC ICT takes the lead in the development of PPM. The recommendations, resulting
from this research, shall focus on the situation after the changes in the IT organisation. The changes
probably will appear in February, in this way the results from this research are still useful for SSC ICT
and NS. There is one important opportunity that can influence the success of PPM at SSC ICT. The IT
organisation, and therefore SSC ICT, will change this means that it might be easier to adopt the
changes related with PPM.
SRQ4: Based on a gap-analysis between the current situation of SSC ICT and practices of other
organisations, what lessons can be learned from the governance and control of PPM in the (semi-)
public sector?
The results of the interviews provide a clear understanding how PPM is used in practice (Chapter 4
and 5). The first lesson that can be learned from practice, is that the literature is not leading in
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designing and implementing PPM in an organisation. Organisations are aware of the literature but
they adopt PPM towards their activities and practices. The second lesson is related to the definition
of PPM at the organisations. Five of the six organisations did not have a formalised and approved
definition of PPM in the organisation. The organisations have a pragmatic approach of PPM, which
results in a custom-made implementation PPM in the organisation. When the activities and
processes are clearly structured and well known by the employees, it is not necessary to have a
formalised and approved definition. A third lesson is the importance of realistic objectives that are
achieved by implementing and adopting PPM in the organisation. It appeared from practice that
most organisations have the objective that is related to money, for example to stay within budget.
For organisations in the semi-public sector staying within the budget is more important than for
organisations in the private sector, since organisations in the semi-public sector are financed with
public money. A fourth lesson that can be learned from practice is the importance of having and
following a structured PPM process. Five of the six organisations have one or more steps from
literature adopted in their PPM process. They indicate that when all projects are following that strict
process, it results in a clear overview of all current and upcoming projects in an organisation. Each
organisation has organised its own process that fits the organisation and the other processes. It is
important to create a own PPM process for broad acceptance in the organisation and no conflicts
with other process in the organisation. The fifth lesson derived from practice is related to the
governance of PPM. From the interviews it appeared that a clear division of responsibilities and
tasks, related to PPM, is desirable in an organisation. In practice a distinction is made between the
assignment of roles and functions or positions related with PPM. In the smaller organisations, PPM
related functions are often assigned as role to a person. This means that this person has more
responsibilities and tasks than only PPM. When the amount of projects in an organisation increases
and the organisation becomes more project-oriented, a shift is made towards the assignment of PPM
functions instead of roles. In this case the person has a fulltime job of managing the project portfolio.
A remarkable result is that there is not much variation in the elements of control of a project
portfolio and that the elements that are used in practice are not in line with the control elements of
PPM mentioned in the literature. The majority of the portfolios are controlled on the elements time,
money and quality. These elements are in line with the control elements of PM. Therefore it can be
concluded that the sixth and final lesson is that, portfolios are controlled on the same elements as
projects. None of the organisations have a formal measure for PPM success. Some organisations
have a definition of PPM success at their organisation. This means that no lesson can be learned from
PPM success in practice.
Six lessons can be learned from practice:






Literature is not leading in practice of PPM. Organisations are aware of the literature, but
they adopt PPM in order that it fits the daily operations.
A formalised and approved definition of PPM is not necessary in the organisation.
An organisation should develop its own PPM objectives based on literature that suit the daily
operations.
An organisation should have a structured PPM process that suits the daily operations.
There are two options in the governance of PPM. Either a project portfolio manager is
assigned or a board is assigned that is responsible for PPM. There are two options to divide
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the related positions. The first option is to divide governance functions as roles. The second
option is to divide governance functions related with PPM as function.
The most important control elements of portfolios in practice are: time, money and quality.

GRQ: What recommendations can be formulated on basis of literature research and practice to
improve the governance and control of PPM?
A first conclusion of this research is that the problems with regard to PPM at SSC ICT are broader
than the governance and control of PPM. Therefore also more general recommendations are made
to improve the more general elements of PPM. It is useless to improve only the governance and the
control of PPM, when the basis of PPM in an organisation is not solid. A second conclusion of this
research focuses on information from literature and practice. In this research both literature and
practice of governance and control of PPM is studied. The literature provided a very velar overview
how an organisation can implement PPM. However it can be concluded from the interviews that
practice is very different than the literature. Practice shows that an adopted PPM strategy works
pretty well. Therefore the recommendations that are made to SSC ICT are merely based on practice
instead of literature.
The first recommendation for SSC ICT is to formulate clear objectives. It can be concluded from
practice that a formal definition is not necessary. However, clear objectives provide insights in what
an organisation would like to achieve by using PPM. The second recommendation, is to develop and
implement a formalised and standardised PPM process. From the interviews at SSC ICT it appears
that the first steps of the PPM process (Figure 2) are missing (Table 3). These steps are incredibly
important, since there overview on the current and upcoming projects is obtained and the a solid. It
is recommended to use the phases from literature to design the steps and activities in the renewed
PPM process at SSC ICT. None of the PPM processes of the interviewed organisation is the same,
there is no single correct PPM process. It is important designs its own PPM process, with its own
activities that fits the current activities. However it is important that the four steps: inventory;
analyse; allocate and track and review (Figure 2), are the basis of this process. When a new process is
designed and implemented, all activities related to projects should follow this process in order to get
structure and a complete overview. Additionally, a standardised process ensured that all projects are
performed in the same manner, which simplifies the evaluation afterwards. The third
recommendation focuses on the government of PPM at SSC ICT. From the moment there is a clear
and formalised PPM process, it is important to organise the governance structure of the PPM
process. Most important reason to do so is to divide the tasks and responsibilities that are related
with PPM in the organisation. The most important function in a PPM organisation is the project
portfolio manager. There are two options to assign PPM related function in an organisation. The first
option is to assign roles to employees. This means that an employee has multiple roles in an
organisation. For example, he is project portfolio manager, but simultaneously he is also application
manager. This means that the PPM related tasks are a part of the responsibilities and tasks of the
employee. Often the formal decisions related to PPM are made in a board. In this board the most
important persons take the decisions related with PPM. The second option is to assign functions, for
example project portfolio manager, in to the organisation. This means that a person is full time
assigned with tasks related to PPM. In the smaller organisations there is a preference for assigning
roles, because employees have multiple functions. In the larger organisations, for example TNO and
Kadaster, there is a preference for assigning functions, the workload is lager and there is more
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money to assigning functions instead of roles. The fourth and last recommendation is focused on the
control of PPM. Literature provides very clear elements where PPM should be controlled on.
However in practice the three other control elements are important: money, time and quality. SSC
ICT should focus on what is important for the organisation and what they would like to achieve by
using PPM. In general in semi-public organisations the focus is on keeping within the budgets.

7.2 Discussion
As in every research project, there are several limitations to this thesis. In this section the limitations
of this research are discussed. These limitations can be seen as improvement for future research.
In scientific literature there is hardly any article published on PPM in the semi-public sector.
Therefore in this research literature, with a focus on the private sector and concerning PPM, is used.
A possible consequence is that the models from literature do not fit the situation and circumstances
in the (semi-) public sector. To mitigate this, the results from the literature research are combined
with the results from the empirical research.
Afterwards, the chosen methodology might not be the right one for this research. In literature there
is hardly any article published on PPM in the semi-public sector. It might be better to choose for a
explorative research in order to explore the practice of PPM at the semi-public sector in order to
develop new literature.
During the starting phase of this research an interview is designed. The interview consists of a three
parts. In the first interview there was time to ask all question, in the second interview it was not.
Therefore is chosen to ask only the first and the second part.
It appeared form the research that PPM is not fully developed in practice at these six organisations
that operate in the (semi-) public sector. In addition, from the 23 approached organisations, only six
organisations were willing to participate in this research. This resulted in less stricter selection. Not
all organisations meet the selection criteria. Therefore the results can differ when another sample is
used. The sample size is to small o make a proper statement on this. Therefore a recommendation
for further research is to make use of a larger sample size and it might be interesting to included
organisation in the private sector in order to compare whether the PPM strategies are more
developed there. However, these six organisations are already enough to see patterns for example in
the governance and the assignment of roles of functions.
The practice of the participating organisations differs from the literature. Since these practices work
for the relevant organisations, the practice can be seen as leading in the formulation of the
recommendations. Since the group of organisations does not meet the recommendations and the
amount of organisations is low, it might be the case that this focus is incorrect. For SSC ICT these
results are usable since they are looking for improvements for their current PPM strategy. The results
from the gap-analysis are pragmatic recommendations that work in practice.
During the gap-analysis only one respondent per organisation is interviewed. It is possible that these
respondents are biased and provide false information on the current situation.
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Appendix 1 List of respondents SSC ICT
Table 6: List of respondents problem analysis SSC ICT.

Date
29-07-2013
31-07-2013
05-08-2013
05-08-2013

06-08-2013

13-08-2013
19-08-2013
21-08-2013
22-08-2013

26-08-2013
26-08-2013
16-09-2013

Person
Pieter van der Ploeg
Information manager
Pieter van der Ploeg
Information manager
Pieter van der Ploeg
Information Manager
Pieter van der Ploeg
Information manager en
Dick van Dijk Business
architect
Hans Woudenberg
Manager pool project
management &
architecture
Rens Nooyens
Information manager
Wim Bos Project leader
Nedtrain
Wim Visser Project
assurance officer
Debby Wagendorp
Programme manager NS
Stations
Wim Floris Information
system manager
Annette Krekels Quality
manager NS HiSpeed
Chantal Magielse PMO

23-09-2013

Jeroen Pollman Project
manager

24-09-2013

Hans Woudenberg
Manager pool project
management &
architecture
Rens Nooyens
Information manager
Pieter van der Ploeg
Information manager
Ludvig Daae Auditor
Tjeerd Fokkinga Project
administrator
Rens Nooyens
Information manager
Arie de Jong Senior
Controller

25-09-2013
30-09-2013
03-10-2013
07-10-2013
07-10-2013
21-10-2013

Subject
Introduction NS, SSC ICT and research.
Objective research, PPM at SSC ICT and who are useful
contact persons
More explanation on SSC ICT
Meeting on the service architecture of SSC ICT

Introduction meeting, vision Hans on PPM and explanation
on his department

Introduction meeting PPM at SSC ICT and NS.
Meeting on PPM at Nedtrain
Meeting on PPM at NS Reizigers and IT operations.
Meeting on PPM at NS Stations

Meeting on PPM and the role of Wim Floris.
Meeting on PPM at Ns HiSpeed
Role PMO in PPM of SSC ICT, problems of Chantal with
current situation
Sharing ideas on research topic
Update meeting, explanation renewed IT organisation

Update meeting, discussing results so far.
Discussing PPM process at SSC ICT + new IT Organisation
Role corporate audit and PPM at NS and SSC ICT
Explanation PAC list
Obstacle NS Broad PPM
Introduction role business controlling in PPM
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Appendix 2 List of approached organisations case study
Table 7: List of approached organisations for participation in the case study.

No
1

Date
28-10-2013

Organisation
Connexxion

Contact via
Email, Phone

2

28-10-2013

Email

3
4
5

28-10-2013
28-10-2013
28-10-2013

Waterschap
Vallei en Eem
RET
GVA
Belastingdienst

6
7

28-10-2013
6-11-2013

Email
Email

8
9

06-11-2013
06-11-2013

Email
Email

No response
No response

10

06-11-2013

Prorail
Municipality of
Utrecht
Mitros Utrecht
Wageningen UR
IT dep.
ABP

Further actions
Email back, called with contact person and
scheduled a meeting
Mail from secretary with contact person. Email to
contact person and scheduled a meeting
Negative response, no participation
GVA has no PPM
Negative response, would not like to participate
26-11 tried again via contrat person. Negative
response
Meeting scheduled with two persons
Negative response, vacancy on IT PPM

Email

11

06-11-2013

SSC ICT BZK

Email

12
13

06-11-2013
19-11-2013

Email
Email

14

19-11-2013

15

20-11-2013

16

20-11-2013

Dienst ICT EZ
Municipality
Rotterdam
Municipality
Amersfoort
Waterschap
Rivierenland
Kadaster

Forwarded to media department, waiting for
response
Direct email contact person, he forwarded to
another. Ent that person twice an email no response
Negative response no time
Direct person, no response

17
18

22-11-2013
25-11-2013

Different
Agentschap NL

Email;
Phone

19
20

25-11-2013
25-11-2013

Email
Email, phone

21

28-11-2013

UWV
Municipality
Wageningen
TNO

22
23

28-11-2013
28-11-2013

Schiphol
Ministry of
defence

Email
Email

Email
Email
Email

Email, phone
Email
Email, phone

Email, phone

Sent information after second call, waiting for an
answer
After some email contact, a meeting is scheduled
Waiting for response. Meeting scheduled via
secretary
Hans Woudenberg contacted his relations
Called 3 persons, referred me to general form via
internet
Waiting for response
Not suitable, no PPM
Via contact person of NS, approached by email.
Meeting is scheduled
Via contact person of ns, waiting for response
Via contract person of NS, waiting for response
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Appendix 3 List of respondents gap-analysis
Table 8: List of respondents gap-analysis.

Name
Marion van Doorn
Toon Oude Eelberink

Function
Portfolio analyst
Implementation manager ICT Services

Organisation
Prorail
Prorail

Date
14-11-2013
14-11-2013

Johan Timmermans
Guido ten Kate
Radboud van Reusel
Pascal Braun
Paul Schraa
Tom van Dun
Oscar Schouten
Dick van Dijk
Pieter van der Ploeg
Joram Nauta
Bram van t Hullenaar
Peter Landman

Project manager
Information manager
Project manager
Information architect
Information manager
Manager business control
Project manager
Business architect
Information manager
Portfolio Manager
Advisor information provision
Head project management services

SSC ICT NS
Waterschap Vallei en Eem
SSC ICT
SSC ICT
Connexxion
SSC ICT
SSC ICT
SSC ICT
SSC ICT
TNO
Waterschap Rivierenland
Kadaster

14-11-2013
18-11-2013
19-11-2013
19-11-2013
20-11-2013
28-11-2013
02-12-2013
02-12-2013
05-12-2013
06-12-2013
10-12-2013
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Appendix 4 Interview questions gap-analysis.
General control questions:
Name:
Function:
Organisation:
Number of projects:
Worked since:
Previous functions at same organisation:
Experience in PPM/PM functions other organisations:
Second part, general questions on current situation PPM at the organisation:
1. How is PPM defined at your organisation?
2. What is the objective of PPM at your organisation?
3. How do you describe the PPM processes , from project initiation to project closure?
How many phases has the process? How many activities/steps can you distinguish? Can you
describe the different steps? Can you describe the decision-making process,(when which decisions,
go/no go decisions, with regard to the composition of the project portfolio)? What are selection
criteria and who has the final say
4. What are your experiences with regard to the current PPM process?
What hinders or fosters the current activities and processes? What are possible causes? (root
cause analysis gebruiken)
5. Can you describe the advantages and disadvantages of the current PPM process for the
organisation?
Why? What improvements can be made? Decide based on answer previous question if this
question is relevant
6. Can you describe the formal hierarchical structure at the PPM organisation?
PPM related functions (tasks)? What is the consultation structure? Who is responsible and
who reports to who?
7. Can you describe the planning and control process?
On what elements are current projects controlled and at what moment during the process?
Focus on output or behavioural control (elements from literature)
8. How is PPM success defined at your organisation?
Is PPM successful in the current situation or not? Why or why not?
Third part, linking literature with practice
9. Show the swim lane with the activities; discuss the activities one by one to see whether these
activities are present in the organisations. Where are feedback loops and what is the most common
pattern of the activities.
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10. Show organisational chart. Which of the following functions are present at your organisation?
How are the reporting lines and responsibilities divided?
11. If present, what tasks does the project portfolio manager have? Use the tasks from the literature
to compare if practice and theory are in line
12. Which of the two control mechanisms is used in practice? Or is a combination also possible?
Which of the following control factors are present in the organisation? Effectiveness of management
process; portfolio success; portfolio related corporate success; portfolio selection, portfolio reporting
and decision making style.
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